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It is with great enthusiasm that we present the fourth edition of the Geoigetoun
UniversitvJournaloftbeEnvironnient. Since its inception in 1996, theJournal has
published an array of scholarly writing on the environment by undergraduate
and graduate students. This year’s editorial staff is proud to continue the tradition
of publicizing and promoting quality environmental scholarship. From the do
mestic to the international arena, from policy proposals to environmental resto
ration efforts, this edition of the Journal reflects the multifaceted, interdisciplinary nature of environmental science and policy.

p

This year the journal qftheEnvironmenthas evolved significantly, both in its
content and visual appearance. Our cover mosaic artistically portrays the neces
sity to perceive the environment as an integrated whole. Recognizing this percep
tion as an essential stepping stone in the path to halting ecological degradation,
the editorial staff chose to acknowledge the increasing emphasis on environmen
tal implications of energy policy and production in today’s world. Our “Focus
On Energy” section addresses the nexus of energy and the environment from
multiple angles, ranging from renewable energy policymaking in California to
coal mine restoration in Germany. Our “Current Perspectives” section recog
nizes the significance of local environmental clean-up initiatives, describing the
efforts of young adults to rectify environmental justice issues here in Washington
DC. In its entirety, the Journal ofthe Envi ronment promotes consideration of a
variety of political, economic, scientific, technological, and societal solutions for
current environmental crises. We hope that the readers find the articles that we
have selected to be interesting, informative and wholly representative of the quality
of environmental academics and activism at Georgetown.

Kristin Adair
Jeanene Mitchel]
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Flowing through Washington DC’s most troubled
and neglected inner-city neighborhood, the Anacostia
River has been classified as one of America’s ten worst
rivers because of its environmental degradation.’ Though
it was once a haven for fish and bald eagles. the
environmental health of the Anacostia River and its
surrounding community has declined over the past
century as a result of both action and inaction by
governmental agencies and private actors. The
environmental plight of the Anacostia, and subsequent
lack of effort to rectify these problems until recently, is
perhaps one of the most glaring examples of
environmental injustice in the United States. The concept
of ‘environmental injustice’ is based on the principle
that environmental problems disproportionately affect
those with the least amount of power and representation
in their societies; in the United States, this includes
minorities and those with low income. Once a working
and middle-class neighborhood for both whites and
blacks in the late nineteenth century. the community of
Anacostia is today an almost exclusively black, lowerincome 2
neighborhood. Because of the social problems
of the surrounding area, the environmental problems
of the Anacostia River have been both ignored and
perpetuated. Whereas the Potomac River is known as
\Xashingtons “beloved river,” and has been the recipient
of over S5 billion in clean-up measures over the past
tour decades the Anacostja is commonly known as
\Xli.shington’s forgotten river:’ These popular nicknames
for the two rivers demonstrate giowing public awareness
Of Anacostias social and environmental marginalizati
on.
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occurring in a neighborhood ironically situated just one
mile from our nation’s capitol.
This essay traces the environmental and social history
of the Anacostia River and its surrounding
neighborhood, while describing current efforts to restore
the environment of the Anacostia and overcome the
damage wrought by environmental injustice. The
importance of political recognition—and concerted
clean-up efforts—in rectifying environmental injustice is
demonstrated by the successes of the Earth
Conservation Corps (ECC) working in Anacostia. The
ECC has simultaneously empowered residents of the
Anacostia community and conducted major clean-up
projects, while attracting political attention and funding
for restoration of the river. The testimonies of Bob
Nixon, the founder of the Earth Conservation Corps,
and several Corps members themselves, demonstrate
the inexorable connection between social and
environmental issues. As Corps members continue to
restore the environment of the Anacostia River and
surrounding community, they too are empowered by
their ability to take a once-marginalized, environmentally
degraded community arid evoke genuine change in both
the environmental health and recognition of the
Anacostia.
The Anacostia River used to he a thriving ecosystem.
As a tidal estuary, it was once densely populated by
sturgeon and largemouth bass when Native Americans
inhabited its shores. Bald eagles lived on Heritage and
Kingman Islands within the river, and many people
enjoyed recreational activities such as fishing and
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swimming on the Anacostia.” Beginning in 1906, water
was pumped from the river and converted to steam to
heat the halls of the Capitol and Congress. Since the
1950’s, however, with increasing pollution from storm
drain runoff and untreated sewage from Washington’s
antiquated combined-sewer system, oxygen levels in the
Anacostia became so low that fish could not survive in
its waters. The federal government was forced to stop
using the river water in its heating system because of
pollution, and the bald eagles which nested near the river
lost their primary food source. Development in the city
became a major source of pollution by generating
rainwater runoff from paved surfaces, and toxins,
hydrocarbons, and trace metals from junkyards and
scrap-metal recycling plants on the Anacostia River’s
tributaries grew to be significant contributors of
pollution as well.’ Heritage and Kingman islands, though
National Park lands, became dumping grounds for the
National Park Service and the DC Park Service,
5 and
until the beginning of restoration efforts during the last
decade, the only living organism in the river since the
1950’s was a species of worm. Problems with sediment
and debris from upstream, man-made barriers to fish
migration, and elimination of riparian vegetation
complete the list of environmental problems in the
Anacostia River.
6
The environmental problems of the Anacostia are
not entirely unique. The Potomac also suffers from
overflow from Washington’s combined-sewer system,
as well as runoff and industrial waste. And yet, the
“beloved” Potomac has been subject to extensive—and
xpensic—restoration efforts, as mentioned above, while
the “forgotten” Anacostia has only recently been subject
to such measures. The Anacostia is not an example of
environmental injustice because of the singularity of its
environmental problems. Rather, the Anacostia
exemplifIes environmental injustice primarily because of
inaction on the part of the government to address its
problems, as well as the relative concentration of
unappealing industries in the community which
predominately expose Washington’s most environmentally
noxious sites to minorities. In some cases, the government
itself is even responsible for actively contributing to the
environmental problems of the Anacostia River; one
of the most illustrative examples of this is the dumping
on Heritage and Kingman Islands that was conducted
by the National and DC Parks Services. Bob Nixon
claims such dumping to be “a civil rights issue, if I ever
heard one.”
7 This dumping occurred in Anacostia not
only because its location was removed from the center
6

of the city. but because the political weakness of the
Anacostia community presented any political backlash.
Because the community of Anacostia was out of sight,
out of mind, and off the political map, the parks services
explicitly destroyed the only bald eagle habitat in the
nation’s capitol. Polluting sites, such as junkyards, aire also
more concentrated along the tributaries of the Anacostia
in Southeast Washington than along the Potomac, simply
because such sites would not be tolerated in communities
with higher income or more political clout. Since the
Anacostia River is somewhat isolated, it is easier to ignore
environmentally hazardous sites and prevent widespread
public knowledge of their existence.
The location of the Anacostia River has clearly
helped facilitate the political marginalization of the
community of Anacostia by separating it from the rest
of the city. However, the Anacostia area was not always
envisioned to be the place which harbored the
“unseeables” and “untouchables.” In 1890, the
construction of the Pennsylvania Avenue bridge was
completed in order to connect the then working-class
community of Anacostia with the rest of Washington.
8
The WahinonFizningSkimewspapereven published a
poem on its editorial page in celebration of the bridge’s
completion, reading “Now we’re married/Never to
part/Little Anacostia is my sweetheart.”
9 At the time,
city planners in DC envisioned an expansion of the city
from the Mall towards Anacostia. There were additional
plans for commercial and manufacturing enterprises
along the river.
° The mass construction of the federal
1
government buildings in the center of Washington DC
during the twentieth century, however, drew attention
and economic development away from outlying areas
like Anacostia.” The federal government became the
major economic force, making it difficult for Anacostia
to entice businesses and investors into its community.
Since businesses were more inclined to stay near the center
of the city, working-class whites gradually moved out
of the neighborhood, and Anacostia’s economic decline
is responsible for, its social and environmental
marginalization today.
•Just as important as the environmental and social
decline of Ariacostia, however, is recognizing the reason
it was permitted to hit rock-bottom on environmental,
economic, and social levels, and why widespread
awareness of the environmental injustices plaguing this
community did not exist until the last decade. The logical
conclusion is, embarrassingly and paradoxically, that
Anacostia exists so close to the federal government.
Washington DC symbolizes the pride and prosperity of
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the United States. It is not politically advantageous for
the federal government to acknowledge an economically
suffering community that epitomizes the failure of
American values, such as justice and equality, in close
proximity to the capitol. Though it was the growth of
the federal government that negatively affected the
Anacostia economy, it was easier for the government to
ignore the community over the years rather than deal
with its problems. Rather than make any proactive effort
to improve the economy and environment of Anacostia.
government agencies implicitly designated it
“Washington’s wasteland” by building sewage treatment
:ants and dumps. Due to the lack of political power
1
and ability to mobilize in Anacostia, the federal
government was uninhibited in its neglect of the
community and degradaticin of the surrounding
environment.
Though ignoring and perpetuating the environmental
problems of the Anaçostia constitutes grave
environmental injustice, particularly on the part of the
federal government, perhaps the largest injustice is the
perception of the Anacostia community as ambivalent
or uncaring about their environment. Local ativists and
citizen groups have worked together to combat this
misconception in the past decade by demanding political
action in support of environmental restoration of the
Anacostia, in addition to cleaning up polluted areas of
the river. Much of the improvement in the Anacostia
River, both in terms of the physical environment and
broader awareness of its environmental issues, can be
attributed to the Earth Conservation Corps, led by Bob
Nixon since 1992. Nixon and his Corps members, who
are participants in the ArneriCorps piograrn, have applied
their determination and drive to cleaning up the Anacostia
River for the past ten years.’
2 The concept of the Earth
Conservation Corps began with the first Bush
administration in 1989 as a way to create a positive outlet
for young adults in ethnically and economically
marginalized cominunities. According to Nixon, the
ECC was founded on the principle that “there’s a lot of
unmet needs in our country, and the ECC is a way for
that to he focused.” Nixon, a filmmaker, was in the
process of doing a TV special when he learned about
the ECC. Offering to help get the program
off the
ground, Nixon envisioned a one year commitment—
and ten years later, he is still the executive director
of the
Earth Conservation Corps. ‘The reason
I’m here is
because there’s such a crisis in America, particularly
for
trie people we work with—young men and women
who

have never really been given the opportunity to be part
of the solution Ito environmental and social problems],”
states Nixon. “We’re trying to harness the untapped

energy of America’s young people. from communities
that have been left behind, and give them the opportunity
to make a very big difference.”
And Corps members have indeed made a
difference. The first FCC project was a clean-up of
Lower Beaverdarn Creek, a highly polluted tributary of
the Anacostia. In three months, the ECC removed over
4,300 tires and other debris from Beaverdam; fish are
now returning to a place that many members of the
community thought was a tire dump rather than a creek.
Besides clean-up efforts, the ECC has also been
instrumental in planting trees and releasing birds into the
Anacostia watershed. Interestingly, the ECC headquarters
are located in the old pumphouse once used to pump
the water from the Anacostia into the boilers which heated
Congress in the first haW of the century. It took six years
to turn the pumphouse into an education center, which
the city leases to Corps members for $1 a year.
Nixon considers the work of the ECC to he
fundamentally related to issues of environmental justice
“because others don’t think that people on governmental
assistance they have a voice or are interested in the
environment. There are 50 public housing communities
within a mile of our pumphouse. Generally, where these
people live has become a dumping ground; the river
was used as a dumping ground. Now we’re harnessing
the power of these young people to turn that around.”
In empowering young adults to clean up the Anacostia
community, Nixon notes that Corps members are given
“an inkling of the American dream.”
Corps members are well aware that their community
has been a dumping ground. Nixon describes this
awareness as an inspiration for their commitment to the
FCC. “[Corps members] want to serve because they
are really challenged with the opportunity to make a
positive difference.” According to Nixon, the Anacostia
community at large is also aware that they have been
politically marginalized for decades. Recently, though,
“they’ve been fighting hack and are begin’ g to see the
power of their voice. They understand that they don’t
have to take it anymore.” When plans were made for an
amusement park to be built on Heritage andi Kingrnan
Islands. which the National Park Service had used as a
dumping ground, it was the last straw for the Anacostia
community. Community members turned to the FCC
to clean up trash on the islands, so that promoters of
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which cleaned up trash on the islands so that promoters
of the amusement park couldn’t trivialize the importance
of the islands to the Anacostia community by calling it a
dump. The amusement park controversy was a pivotal
event in making the DC public aware of environmental
injustice. Nixon relates the response of the Anacostia
community to the amusement park: “They said, If an
amusement park on an island in Washington is such a
good idea, then we suggest you put it on Roosevelt
Island.” Roosevelt Island is national park land, just like
Kingman and Heritage Islands, with the exception that
Roosevelt is situated near Georgetown, an affluent and
politically powerful community. “There was tremendous
resonance in that statement—what could people say?”
The injustice of singling out the Anacostia community
became apparent. No longer was Anacostia able to be
silently relegated to the sidelines.
As a result of the ECC’s drive and vision, coupled
with the work of community members, awareness of
the environmental problems and injustices of the
Anacostia River have attained much more recognition.
Since the founding of the ECC, the Environmental
Protection Agency, the DC Government, and various
political leaders such as Newt Gingrich and Hillary
Rodham Clinton have begun to fight the envirqnmental
injustice suffered by members of the Anacostia
community.’ Nixon describes Ward 6 Councilwoman
Sharon Ambrose as one of his heroes for her persistent
efforts in fighting the amusement park proposal on
Heritage and Kingman Islands. “Before we had a Mayor
Williams, [Ambrosel saw the value of this resource to
the community. She led the fight for Heritage and
Kingman Islands. Now, people see that things are
changing. A lot of people want to get on board that
effort. What we want to do is make sure that a lot of
people see the value of this resource and preserve the
access that has been opened to it.” To this end, a plan
developed over thirty years ago to build a riverwalk along
the Anacostia is coming to fruition because of the ECC.
Ultimately, the riverwalk plans will connect the National
Mall to Bladensburg, Maryland. “It really shows the ripple
effect that these Corp.s members can have,” daims Nixon.
Continuing the trend of political recognition for the
Anacostia community and its environmental problems,
the first campaign pledge of Mayor Anthony Wffliams
was to block the amusement park proposal on Heritage
and Kingman Islands. Nixon states that Williams “saw
the power and rightness of what the community was
demanding.” ECC is currently working with other
groups, including the National Geographic Society and
8

the Anacostia Watershed Society, to turn these islands
into a fabulous education program, This year, every
fourth and fifth grader in the District of Columbia will
participate in a field trip to Kingrnan Island, learning
about the importance of environmental preservation and
witnessing the clean-up efforts of Corps members.
Besides the value of the clean-up efforts themselves,
this type of outreach program to young students helps
foster a new generation of environmentally-conscious
citizens. According to Williams, “the war [regarding the
fate of Kingrnan and Heritage Islandsi is over—now
we get to decide what the peace will look like.”
6 Clearly,
both the political victory and the creation of valuable
environmental education tools from Heritage and
Kingman Islands have helped wage the battle against
environmental injustice in the Anacostia.
The ECC, in addition to promoting environmental
awareness and restoration, has also empowered members
of the Anacostia community to evoke social change
where they live. This empowerment of community
members, especially young people, demonstrates the
powerful correlation between environmental and social
issues. One former ECC member states that “the ECC
showed me that you can accomplish things if you’ve got
your mind, your goals and priorities straight, and you
really work hard. .A lot of people want to join now,
because it’s not just helping the environment, it’s helping
the individual.”
17 Furthermore, with groups such as the
ECC educating members of the community on the local
environment, there is much more community incentive
to contribute to the restoration and preservation cause.
Such incentive counters the arguments posed by critics
of the concept of environmental injustice, who claim
that those fighting environmental injustice are often outof-touch with the needs and desires of the minority
communities they are theoretically trying to protect. One
ECC member succinctly articulates the growth of
community interest in environmental justice for the
Anacostia River, claiming that with regard to volunteer
clean-up efforts, people at first said, “Oh, you ain’t doing
nothing, you’re just being slaves,’ Now, they don’t ask
me those kind of questions. They ask me, ‘How can I
participate? How can I get involved?”
8 Growing
community involvement and interest in restoring the
environment of the Anacostia River has clearly fostered
environmental improvement, social change. and political
awareness of the environmental injustices in Anacostia.
Nixon describes the success of the ECC by claiming
that the Anacostia “has really started to turn around in
the last five or six years, due to the work of members
.
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the amusement park coulclnt trivialize the importance
of the islands to the Anacostia community by calling
them a clump.
The amusement park con oveny was a pivc tal event
in making the DC public aware of environmental
injustice. Nixon relates the response of the Anacostia
coinmuflity to the amusement park: ‘They said, If an
amusement pail on an island in ‘Qishington is such a
good idea, then we suggest you put it on Roosevelt
Island.” Roosevelt Island is national park land, just like
Kingman and Heritage Islands. with the exception that
Roosevelt is situated near Georgetown, an affluent and
nolitically powerful community. “There was tremendous
resonance in that statement—what could people say?”
The injustice of singling out the Anacostia community
became apparent. No longer was Anacostia able to be
silently relegated to the sidelines.
As a result of the ECC’s drive and vision, coupled
with the work of community members, awareness of
the environmental problems and injustices of the
Anacostia River have attained greater recognition. Since
the founding of the ECC. the Environmental Protection
Agency, the DC Government, and Various political
leaders such as Newt Gingrich and Hillary Rodham
Clinton have begun to take up the public fight against
environmental injustice sLiffereci by members of the
Anacostia community)s Nixon describes Ward 6
Councilwoman Sharon Ambrose as one of his heroes
for her persistent efforts in fighting the amusement park
pr )posal on Heritage and Kingman Islands. “Before we
had a Mayor Williams. [Ambrose] saw the value of this
res urce to the community. She led the fight for Heritage
and Kingman Islands. Now, people see that things are
changing. A lot of people want to get on board that
effort. What we want to do is make sure that a lot of
people see the value of this resource and preserve the
access that has been opened to it.” ‘To this end, a plan
de eloped over thirty years ago to build a riveiwalk
along the Anacostia is coming to fruition because of the
FCC. Vltimately, the riverwalk plans will connect the
National Mall to Bladenshurg, Maryland. “It i’eally shows
the ripple effect tI at these Corps members can have,”
claims Nixon.
Contii luing the trench of political recognition for the
Aria Uostia community and its environmental problems,
the first campaign pledge of Mayor Anthony Williams
\vas to 1 lock the amusement park proposal
on Heritage
and Kingman Islands, Nixon states that Williams “saw
tIle power and rightness of what the
community was
dinancling.” ECC is currently working with other
OFQNCF’i’o\’c\ t \IVE1ISITY lOt’W\AL
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groups. including the National Geographic Society arid
the Anacustia Watershed Society, to turn these islands
into a fabulous education po )gram. This year, every
fourth and fifth grader in the District of Columbia will
participate in a field trip to Kingman Island, learning
about the importance of environmental preservation and
witnessing the clean-up efforts of Corps membei’s,
Besides the value of the clean—up efforts themselves, this
type of outreach program to young students helps foster
a new generation of environmentally-conscious citizens.
According to Williams. “the war [regarding the hite of
Kingman and Heritage lslandsi is oveinow we get to
decide what the peace will look like.”’ Clearly, both the
political victory and the creation of valuable
environmental education tools from Heritage and
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Earth Conservation Corps members creating plant beds at St. Elizabeth’s Campus in Anacostia
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Earth Conservation Corps members tending a greenhouse
at St. Elizabeth’s Campus in Anacostia
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Introduction: the environmental footprint
of history on today’s energy sector’
The Chinese Communist Party victory in 1949 that
ended the most recent civil war in China ushered in a
new age of environmental exploitation. Past
g( )vernments had felled China’s trees and polluted the
country’s water and soil for millennia, but on a smaller
scale, as capital and labor were never sufficiently
mobilized in pre-Communist China. In addition, lingering
philosophical guilt stemming from ancient beliefs that
man should live in harmony with the earth sometimes
compelled leaders to try to compensate for environmental
. Nevertheless, by the end of Imperial China
2
mistakes
iii the early twentieth century, the vast majority of China’s
landscape had seen the footprint of human modification
and environmental degradation. Yet it took a new, broader
vision of progress in China, one promulgated by
Communist Party Chairman Mao Zedong, to show what
could really be clone with China’s land and natural
resources, given the will to succeed.
Mao believed firmly that ‘Man must conquer
\ature”, and with that axiom imprinted on the minds
of each comrade in a rapidly growing population, a new
era began in China. Environmental destniction was no
oflger simply an unfortunate conseciuence of economic
development__instead, subjugation of the environment
bocame almost a goal in itself. Irrational, ideologymotivated policies uprooted forests, tore apart landscapes
in attempts to grow crops where no crops could
be
grown, and built towering smokestacks as monuments
to China’s forced industrialization, Developmen
t of the
energy sector to meet the needs of rapidly
growing

industry followed the same pattern of subjugating nature:
mountains were leveled for coal mining, forests were
removed and oil was steadily pumped from the fIelds of
Manchuria, vast hydroelectricity schemes aimed at once
to control flooding along China’s major rivers and
pro’ide power for hundreds of thousands of people.
Under Mao, the concept of environmental regulation
and protection was trampled in the rush toward
modernization and ‘progress’.
After Mao, as Communist ideology gradually took a
back seat to rapid economic growth, the legacy of
environmental exploitation and neglect persisted. When
the country opcned to the outside world in 1978,. industry
built in the 1950s and 1960s was pushed to capacity and
beyond to meet domestic and international demand, with
little thought to clearly evident problems of pollution.
A 1998 World Health Organization report revealed that
China actually has within its borders seven of the ten
most polluted cities in the world’, and most visitors to
the capital city of Beijing during the summertime will
attest that on some days, the smog is so heavy that it is
difficult even to make out the buildings across the Street.
Coal continues to he the main source of China’s energy.
and coal technology is improving only very slowly, as
carbon dioxide emissions increase and sulfur-induced
acid rain covers 30 percent of China’s area and troubles
neighboring South Korea and Japan as well. Moreover.
Chinese power plants are generally owned by the
government, with the implication that costly
environmental regulations are often circumvented in
favor of maintaining fiscal solvency.
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Such air pollution leads to staggering environmental energy policy, with an eye toward energy security, diversity
costs, but perhaps these are not as quickly noticed by of sources, and the question of domestic versus
the Chinese government as are the human and economic international energy production. It will then examine
costs also caused by the pollution. Sulfur dioxide and environmental policy in China as it relates to the problems
particulate emissions from burning coal in large cities created by the energy sector, by looking at domestic
have been proven to be connected to increased lung environmental regulations enacted over the past ten
disorders, and an estimated 178,000 people die years”, and considering barriers to implementation and
prematurely from air pollution in China each yearf’ In progress. The following section will consider likely
the mid-1990s, prior to the Asian financial crisis, air and scenarios and projections for the future: what could be
water pollution were found to have an economic cost of done in China, including improvements in energy
between 3.5 percent and 7.7 percent of China’s gross efficiency and conservation, increased use of alternative
domestic product.’ Any nation should realize that this is energy sources—oil and gas as well as renewables—
and the problems with achieving these goals. A final
unacceptable.
There is little doubt that China’s government would section will outline what the author considers most likely
like to do something about the environmental problems to occur over the given time period.
it faces today, particularly those caused by energy
consumption, which will only increase as China develops Energy in China now: policy and problems
Most of energy industry in China is managed by the
further: the TEA estimates that China will be responsible
for 23 percent of the increase in world primary energy government, in accordance with the official Communist
demand between 1995 and 2020.’ While the government distaste for private enterprise. Consequently, the energy
is making efforts to cut back on use of coal, the main sector suffers from the same problems that plague other
source of air pollution and acid rain, and to switch to government-owned areas of the economy: overstaffed
other energy sources, domestic policy remains relatively bureaucracies, rampant comiption, and inefficiencies that
11 Growth in
weak and often suffers from serious implementation fail to be addressed and worsen overtime.
problems. The attention of the international community energy demand in China, as in most countries, is a
is focusing more on China’s inability to solve its energy function of economic growth. In good times, the
and environmental problems alone: as previously stated, economy grows and energy demand increases
Japan and South Korea have endured acid rain from correspondingly, forcing suppliers of energy to expand
China’s sulfur emissions for several decades, and have production; in down times, the economy slows and
begun to work together with China to find regional energy demand falls, usually resulting in problems of
. The 2008 Summer oversupply. Between 1980 and 1998, for example, during
9
solutions for China’s difficulties
Olympics in Beijing are also a matter of concern: a time of extremely high economic growth, China’s
12 Yet since
countries have no wish to send their athletes to compete energy consumption increased 97 percent.
in
demand has
1998,
energy
crisis
dangerous
Asian
financial
might
the
in a city where they
end up with
respiratory problems. China needs to clean up, and fast— decreased enough to create problems of oversupply,
to do so will require facing some unpleasant energy and especially for energy sources produced domestically. Such
environmental realities, and will definitely require the problems are only just beginning to be addressed through
help of the international community. Since the likelihood government policy changes affecting energy production
that China will make a real switch away from coal to and China’s current energy mix.
other energy sources before 2008 is very small, it seems Fossil Fuels
that improving coal technologies to make coal use cleaner O3I
Coal is China’s preferred source of energy, and has
and more efficient should be China’s ultimate aim over
been for several decades. Its use outstrips every other
the short-term.
This paper aims to uncover what it will take for China energy source—whether oil, gas, nuclear and
to begin the process of using coal in a cleaner way and renewables—by a wide margin, and that margin has
reverse its millennia-old view on the interaction between continued to expand since the early 19905.13 For China,
energy production and enviromnental regulation. It will nothing else can compare to coal at this point in time.
start with an overview of the energy sector in China Coal is cheap and plentiful, and can be mined in
today, looking at the energy mix and its environmental numerous regions of China by almost anyone with a
implications, as well as at the structures and goals of pick-axe. In fact, all of China’s coal is produced
12
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domestically, illeaning that a significant number of people
earn their living through coal production. Moreover, a
domestic energy resource that can be produced entirely
within China’s borders brings the added benefits of
greater energy security, which is deeply important to a
country historically averse to dependence on the outside
world. Coal accounts for 72 percent of Chinas primary
energy mix, as opposed to 25 percent in the United States
and only 20 percent inJapan. ‘People can use it to cook,
to heat their homes and businesses, or for power and
electricity generation. China is seeking to expand new
technologies to squeeze as much energy as possible from
their coal industry, including coal liquefaction and
gasification and development of coalbed methane.
Technicians and policy makers have also explored the
option of locating power plants closer to coal mines
and then transporting electricity from the mine to the
population centers, rather than transporting the coal itself
long distances. Even if coal loses some of its dominance
in the energy mix, it will almost assuredly remain China’s
primary energy source for many years to come. As energy
demand increases overall, coal production will certainly
increase to meet it.
There are, however, considerable problems in
addition to environmental concerns with using coal as
China’s main energy source. When economic downturn
leads to oversupply of coal, as it did following the Asian
financial crisis in the late 1990s, the government tends
to decide in favor of protecting its own state-owned,
large-scale coal mines at the expense of the rest of the
industry. Since 1998, more than 30,000 unlicensed, smallscale mines across the country were forcibly closed by
the go’emment’, although many are rumored to have
reopened and to be quietly selling coal on the black
market, so oversupply problems continue. Governmentowned mines gained from these closures, and some of
them actually returned to profitability after several
decades of losing money.’
6 Another problem with
excessive reliance on coal for energy production is that
while China has considerable domestic reserves, they
are mainly to be found in the rugged and remote northern
and northwestern provinces, far away from the eastern
and southeastern coastal provinces, which are the
population centers. The clogging of railways with coal
trains (estimates place coal transport to he nearly 40
percent of rail trafficr), and cost and inconvenience for
coastal regions to practically import coal from the other
side of the country, along with the environmental
consequences of coal use, have made it an increasingly
unattractive option for most of Chinas population.

Nevertheless, it is difficult for China to overcome its
coal inertia, so to speak: (hina has LisecI coal, uses coal

now, and will continue to use coal as long as energy
security and the jobs of a considerable segment of

China’s population remain important to the government.

Oh
China clal not become a net importer of oil until
1993, and policy decisions still reflect a basic
expectation that China should try as much as possible
to meet energy demand without relying on foreign
sources. Oil continues to be produced at the large
northeastern field of Daqing and in the other fields of
Manchuria, Jim and Liaohe, as well as in smaller
fields dotting the northern central provinces. These
fields used to he sufficient for all of China’s oil needs
in the 1970s and ‘80s”, hut they have already reached
maturity, meaning that production is likely to fall in
the next few years. Much exploration has been done in
the far western Tarim Basin in Xinjiang province, as
well as offshore in the East and South China Seas, but
so far such expeditions have come up dry. In fact, the
South China Sea has become something of a running
joke among foreign oil executives, who cannot see
why serious international disputes persist concerning
the ‘massive’ expected energy resources of the regions
when little oil or gas has ever been proven to exist.
Unfortunately, if significant reserves were discovered
in the Tarim Basin, it would be more difficult than
China is perhaps ready to admit to actually get the oil
to market in the east. Harsh terrain and political
uprisings by the Muslim Uyghur people of Xinjiang
2
would substantially raise the cost of transporting the
oil along the envisioned 4,200-kilometer pipeline.
21
Environmental consequences of oil differ from
those of coal: since petroleum is lower in both carbon
and sulfur than coal, burning oil causes less airpollution,
although emissions standards for oil burning in China
are still much too lenient. More problems occur from
spills and from soil and water degradation, which
although outside the scope of this paper, are certainly
other factors to take into account when building pipelines.
The high likelihood of a leak or a spill somewhere along
a 4,200 kilometer pipeline, when coupled with the
expected difficulty and delay in getting qualified
technicians out to lix it. could be disastrous both for
provides Hainan Island and Hong Kong with gas.
26 Yet
concerns remain about the long-term viability of
domestic ga production, since quantities do not appear
to be particularly large.r
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Much more gas is to be had just outside of China,
in the Russian Far East and Siberia. and in Central Asia,
where Chinese oil companies are expanding their
influence. Significant foreign investment would be
needed for gas (or oil) pipelines to he constructed to
link these regions to Chinese markets, and although a
number of logistical problems remain (discussed below),
the size of the potential market in China should
eventually be enough to overcome investors’ skittishness.
Liquefied natural gas (LNG) is beginning to be imported
by several southeastern coastal cities in China, mainly
from Indonesia and Malaysia, although some also comes
from Qatar. Until pipelines can be built, LNG, used
extensively by neighboring Japan and South Korea,
provides an appealing alternative: LNG-fueled power
plants, when compared to col-firecl plants, “can be built
in half the time, at roughly half the cost, operate with
almost twice as much thermal efficiency; produce far
less particulates, SO, and CO, emissions; and produce
power at cheaper costs per kilowatt hour.”
29 However,
due to transport and infrastructure cost prohibitions, use
of LNG does not seem likely to spread outside the cities
in the next several years until the technology is improved.
‘rhe Chinese government has not missed the
çnvironmental benefits of substituting natural gas for
coal or oil. Since the chemical structure of natural gas is
heavier on hydrogen and lighter on carbon than other
fossil fuels, and is essentially sulfur-free, using gas means
caibon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and particulate emissions
are all cut drastically. As domestic and international
pressure to step up environmental regulations on air
pollution increases, China can be expected to look to
natural gas as an excellent alternative energy source.
Afready Beijing and Shanghai are making the switch to
gas in the transport and power sectors, exemplified by
the compressed natural gas buses motoring quietly
through the capital city in an effort to bring pollution
levels down to “national standards.”
’ Yet, just as for
3
international gas projects, capital investment is needed
for domestic gas projects as well. and China may have
difficulty coming up with that capital investment on their
o

lIon..fossil fuels
HydroektrkIty andnuelear
Non-fossil fuels in China currently play very little
role in the energy mix, and since they do not contribute
to the environmental problems examined in this paper,
they will be discussed only briefly. The controversy over
the Three Gorges Dam might suggest to an observer
that hydmelectricity commands a larger part of the energy
14

sector. hut actually the resource is vastly underdeveloped.
Although China’s potential exploitable hydroelectric
resources are the world’s largest, it only uses a fraction
of them.
32 Hydro-related energy policy does exist and is
brought up periodically, but the large initial costs of
developing hydroelectricity plants usually precludes their
construction. Similar problems occur with nuclear energy,
which provides just over 1 percent of China’s electricity.
33
While the government has plans to increase nuclear
power’s share in the energy mix, mainly as a substitute
for dependence on coal in energy-poor southern and
eastern provinces, long lead time and high startup costs
continue to hinder further development.’

Renewables—wind and solar:
Renewable energy resources like wind and solar
power are the best option for energy security and
environmental protection purposes since they can
produce energy domestically and without emissions. In
China, however, they are essentially absent from the
energy mix, and are only useful in isolated areas
disconnected from the rest of the country. China has
high hopes for the ability of wind power eventually to
be developed to the point at which the emissions
problems of coal could be altogether avoided: the State
Environmental Protection Agency, or SEPA, claims that
if China were to develop even half of its estimated wind
resources, it could meet about 20 percent of current
electricity demand, “displacing the need for 125 million
tons of coal and the accompanying 2 million tons of
sulfur dioxide and 65 million tons of carbon
3 Yet at the same time SEPA admits that
emissions”.
electricity produced by wind power remains nearly twice
as expensive per kilowatt-hour as is electricity from coal
or hydropower.
’ Largely rural provinces often give
3
special emphasis to renewable energy development, so
that they can further electrification in their areas, but
such projects remain much more expensive than using
biomass (wood, crop and animal waste) or coal. China
nominally hopes to increase the share of energy produced
by renewables, but it is highly unlikely that they wifi do
so any sooner than the rest of the world, and certainly
not within the next few decades. Even if the absolute
amount of renewable energy increases, its percentage
of the energy mix will remain low.

Environmental policy in China: good efforts,
but much room for improvement
Environmental policy in China is not yet particularly
mature, and as such has plenty of room to grow. The
formulation and implementation of environmental policy
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in China officially appears to be a ‘lop—down” system.
Yet although most environmental regulations are
originally promulgated by the central government, much
responsibility is actually given to local and regional
governments to monitor compliance with these
environmental regulations. and local environmental
protection bureaus in reality exercise much discretion
in deciding whether and how to enforce environmental
5 As stated earlier. China has many environmental
rules.”
problems with which it must cope. not least of which
are those whose roots originate in theenergy sectoi In
the next few years, as China opens even further to the
outside world. energy-based environmental problems will
prol)ably be addressed more directly, in efforts to bring
China up to international standards, As it relates to
problems created by energy, environmental policy in
China can be broken down into several parts: policies
regarding the issues of energy efficiency and
conservation, those regarding enhancing coal
technologies to make them cleaner; and those regarding
the switch away from coal to other fuels.
-

Energy Efficiency and Conservation
The Law of the People’s Republic of China on
Conserving Energy was formulated in November 1997,
and sees energy conservation as a long-term strategy for
China to save money and the environment through
restructuring of the energy sector and 2
industry. A
number of policies exist to achieve these objectives.
Companies are prohibited from building any new
inclusti-y that uses outdated or obviously wasteful energy
tech noIogy, punishable with closure of facilities and
fines. The central government has also set up a system
to reward, when possible, “organizations or individuals
that achieve outstanding successes in energy conservation
or in researcl-i or dissemination of science and technology
for energy conservation.” Like the “Energy Star”
programs sponsoi’ed by the United States EPA. China is
trying to set up a labeling system for energy-conserving
products following certification by a state agency to
provide consumers with better product information when
they make their purchases. Although China would
prefer
to develop technology dometically to improv
e energy
efficiency and conservation, it also encourages
import
ot better technology from 6
abroad.
To improve efficiency in the heating sector;
China
supports cogenerarion of power and heat
(where waste
neat Ironi electricity production
is Lised for heating
)diidings) and combined heating units. Since
buildings
n China are generally close togethe
r. it makes more sense
to have one larger, more efficie
nt system for a block of

buildings than to have outdated. smaller boilers for each
indiviclualbuilcling, or worse. for people tobe heating
their homes or businesses with individual coal stoves.
Enforcement problems are the largest harrier to
effective improvements in China’s environmental
situation—not just for energy efficiency and
conservation, but for all areas. While China claims that
environmental offenders will be at least fined and
possibly closed clowns, actual enforcement varies
substantially. A local environmental protection bureau
is more likely to arbitrarily negotiate a punishment with
a transgressor than to apply any sort of standard
formula”. For example, if an industry deliberately uses
outdated technology to save on capital costs, in one city
the plant may he closed down, but in another it may
simply be warned, with no real consequences.
Certainly China leaves a lot to he desired when it
comes to energy efficiency and conservation. Although
official reports show an increase in energy efficiency
over the past few years, this is likely due to the fact that
the worst offenders in industry have been systematically
closed by the government over the past few years, and
because industry overall has been making a gmdual shift
to lighter 1
manufacturing According to the lEA, “a
.
study by China’s Energy Research Institute indicates that
China has the potential to achieve a further 30 percent
to 50 percent reduction in energy consumption by raising
its industrial energy efficiency to international
1 lt takes China more coal to produce energy
standarcLs.”
than industrialized countries need because, despite laws
to the contrary, much of its technology is still from the
, which in its inefficiency and wastefulness
2
1950s’
ultimately costs the country more. Energy efficiency
works out better for everyone: less emissions are
produced. and the people end up saving money and coal
because they can use less of it to do the same jobs. Now
China’s unenviable task is to convince its industrialists
that the considerable initial capital costs of replacing
old technology with new, efficient technology will save
them money in the long run. It remains to be seen how
successful the government will be in accomplishing this
mission.
Cleaner
coal
technologies
A number of options exist for China to improve the
environmental friendliness of its coal use. Clean coal
technologies include pre-combustion solutions such as
coal washing to remove dust and particulates, and postcombustion solutions like ‘end-of-pipe” pollution
control devices, as well as newer. more innovative
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alternatives. It should be made clear that although China’s
Law on the Prevention and Control of Atmospheric
Pollution nominally endorses all of these options, it
makes no specifications about what technologies wifi be
3 Decisions as to what measures to take, if any,
used)
are almost always left to be made at the local level—
therefore, little official government policy can be found.
In China only about 20 percent of coal is actually
washed and only about 50 percent of what is washed is
used for power generatio&, which means that 90 percent
of the coal used in power plants today is stifi laden with
sulfur and ash particulates, which end up in the
atmosphere. Coal washing is not especially difficult, but
it remains something of a luxury addition; since most
coal is not washed, what is washed is more expensive,
so consumers are less likely to purchase it. Because of
this added cost, few consumers in China have yet realized
the benefits of coal washing, which besides the drop in
air pollution includes greater longevity of boilers with
less need for maintenance,’
5 since the coal is cleaner before
it is everi burned. Hopefully, with international aid, China
will make a stronger commitment in the future to coal
washing as its use of coal increases to meet energy
demand.
For post-combustion clean coal technologies,
different methods exist to deal with different kinds of
emissions. Particulates can be controlled by filters or
electrostatic precipitators’
, which electrify the
6
particulates and capture them on an electrode. These
methods, however, are underused in China, and are in
operation only on larger plants, while smaller coal plants
as a group tend to be the worst offenders. Along with
growing Chinese enthusiasm for imported technology,
and to help manage the transboundary acid rain problem
from which they suffer, Japan is in the process of giving
China the expensive technology to remove sulfur dioxide
from coal emissions using “scrubbers”, which generally
means spraying a limestone slurry into the emitted smoke
which reacts with the sulfur and causes it to precipitate
out before it can be released into the environment.
17
The other most promising clean coal technology,
currently being studied in industrialized countries
including the United States for cleaner coal use, is known
as “integrated gasification combined cycle,” or IGCC.IH
In this process coal is actually turned to gas, which is
then used to rotate turbines (as natural gas would be
used) to create electricity. Because the coal is first turned
into gas, the heavier molecules which cause
environmental pollution, carbons, sulfurs, and nitrates,
can be stripped away and isolated before the fuel is
16

l)urne(L, meaning that less emissions enter the
atmosphere. IGCC, unfortunately, is expensive, and is
not likely to show up in China for some time.
Making the switch from coal to alternative energy
sources
China’s Law on the Prevention and Control of
Atmospheric Pollution of 1995, the 1995 Electric Power
Law, and the 1997 Law on Conserving Energy all
encourage to some degree the use of alternative energy
sources over coal for energy production.’ Yet what is
actually being done? Most of the energy section of this
paper explained the fundamentals of how Chinese energy
policy is attempting to make the switch away from coal
for environmental reasons, and laid out the benefits of
the various alternative fuel sources. Recent
developments, however; are perhaps more relevant: the
State Environmental Protection Administration’s
December 7, 2001 newsletter extols the virtues of wind
power, with a lengthy description of the benefits of and
barriers to increasing wind power use in China.
According to this report, “if China develops even onehalf of its conservatively-estimated wind resources, it
could generate about 275 billion kilowatt-hours of power
each year—about one-fifth the country’s current
demand—displacing the need for 125 million tons of
coal and the accompanying two million tons of sulfur
dioxide and 65 million tons of carbon emissions.”
’
2
To promote this switch, SEPA calls for subsidies to
Chinese companies looking to build larger wind turbines
than those currently manufactured in China and tax
breaks for consumers using wind-generated electricity.
Although SEPA recognizes that wind power is still much
more expensive in China than coal-generated electricity,
it says that wind could be made more competitive if
“new regulations introduced by the State Environmental
Protection Agency in September 2000. increasing the
fee on sulfur dioxide emissions from roughly $25 to $100
per trim” were included in the price of power.
’ Hopefully
2
these suggestions, when taken with the demands of the
Ninth- and Tenth-Five Year Plans to increase use of
wind power and other renewable energy resources
, wifi
22
eventually be made economically feasible and lead to
success.
.

.

Is there any hope? An ideal scenario
If China really wants to bring emissions down to
acceptable levels by the 2008 Beijing Summer Olympics,
it will take a good deal more dedication than they have
shown thus far to finding a balance between meeting
energy demand and protecting the environment. There
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simply is not enougi i time to change all the coal technology
that has been in place for decades, and there is not enough
money to make enough of a switch from coal to gas to
mitigate emissions, because the necessary infrastmcture
and new technology is too expensive. Moreover, any
sudden changes (meaning within the next six and a half
years) to reduce the power of the coal industry would
anger a late segment of China’s population which makes
its living from coal, and it would be terribly inconvenient
for China to quell popular unrest with thousands of
international tourists watching. Sudden change could
very well mean anarchy, and Beijing’s grip on domestic
security has never been as tight as the government might
like to believe. The ideal scenario would be as follows:
In cities, the gradual switch from coal and oil to
natural gas and LPG in the transport sector should be
continued. Industry whose emissions affect air quality in
the cities should be compelled, perhaps through
“polluter-pays” laws, to clean up their pollution, but the
government could also provide subsidies for cleaner
technology as it will be expecting tourist revenue. Efforts
should be made in the residential sector, especially in the
cities, to increase use of natural gas instead of raw coal
for home cooking and heating. This means that better
distribution systems for gas in the cities are needed.
The coal industry must at the very least start using
coal washing technology, and if assistance from the
government is needed, that should hardly be a problem
since the coal industry is mostly owned by the
government. Preferably more advanced emissionsreducing technologies would be used, hut that is not
likely to happen in the next six and a half years. To
further aid the advance of the coal industry, the
government should continue trying to shut down the
small-scale illegal mines, because they exploit workers
and depress the markets. Stronger carbon taxes should
be implemented, although popular resistance should be
epectecL
In the rural areas, greater efforts need to he made
by the central and local governments to help people
switch to cleaner friel sources. Ideally, wind and solar
power could replace coal and biornass for fuel and
power generation in areas where people are not
connected to the grid. Certainly for this scenario.
International aid will be needed. In less remote locations,
uel could come from lengthening domestic gas pipelines,
which the government will be doing anyway to connect
the increased demand in the cities to domestic gas fields.

As for the medium-term outlook, China needs to
assure natural gas supply by linking domestic demand
with international supply. That will, of course, mean
reaching some kind of peace accords with the Uyghurs
in Xinjiang, and investing further in the Central Asian
republics to get the gas out of the ground and the
pipelines built. Alternately, China could look to Russia
for natural gas. but serious trust issues would need to be
overcome, and Japan and South Korea would need to be
involved, since those countries would be the initial
markets for Russian gas and they have the most money
to invest in any large gas projects in East Asia.

The most likely scenario: business as usual,
minus a few tons of sulfur
Although much the government may want to make
the switch from coal, it will not be easy. Coal use is a
tradition, along with the accompanying environmental
• exploitation; and the Party line will always call for
domestic energy production for security purposes.
Government and industry are almost inextricably
intertwined, so that hurting the coal industry probably
will mean hurting the government. People who make
their living off coal will not want to switch to gas. And
now, with the economic slowdown, changes in the energy
status quo become even more expensive, and
environmental concerns are marginalized once again.
Over the next six and a halfyears, ban’ing remarkable
and unforeseen technological breakthroughs, coal
production will probably he expanded to meet rising
energy demand, as it always has been. As more acid
rain is dumped on Japan and Korea, those countries will
send in technicians and money to put scrubbers on
Chinese smokestacks, and try to teach China about coal
washing, although their success will he limited. China
might increase the share of nuclear power in the energy
mix, or it might finish the Three Gorges dam project,
but neither will be enough to make a dent in coal’s
predominance and the resultant increases in emissions.
Concerns over political succession disputes and
economic slowdowns, in fact, will probably completely
obscure concerns about the environmental benefits of
non-coal energy sources. Yet to meet the expectations
of Olympics tourists, China will clean up the cities by
shutting down industry a few weeks prior to the games.
When asked why China has not committed more to
solving their air pollution problems, the government wifi
probably continue to use the same argument it has used
since international environmental debates began: that
China is a developing country. industrialized countries
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are responsible for most of the emissions plaguing the
world today. and it is China’s right to not sacrifice its
economic development to help solve a problem created
23 Perhaps in the longer-term more can
by someone else.
be expected from China, bit probably not in the next
six and a half years.

Conclusion
Given the difficulties in improving the relationship
between economic growth, environmental protection,
and energy supply and demand, China will have a very
difficult time making any real improvements in the shortterm. The suggestions outlined in this paper offer only
a small part of what could be done for China to clean
up its act. While the most practical solution is probably
working to develop clean coal technologies over the next
several years, there is great potential in the medium- to
long-term for increased use of natural gas and renewable
energy resources in place of the vast amounts of coal
currently used. International aid will almost certainly
be necessary for China to make progress in this endeavor.
Hopefully, if such aid could be linked to requirements
that China work at reforming its energy sector in all
areas while it cleans up, there might be a chance to reverse
its devastating historical pattern of environmental
degradation.
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Environmental Restoration near Leipzig: A lake constructed in a former open-cast coal mine
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Former coal mine near Leipzig, Germany: minimal restoration relying on natural succession
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Environmental restoration is still a relatively young
field in which theorists and practitioners are striving to
identify the best means of restoring ecosystems that have
been damaged or lost) in the face of expanding
environmental alteration, the National Research Council
has called keeping up ecosystem maintenance a “high
priority task”.
2 Central to this field is the study of
historical ecology, which attempts to reconstruct past
environments. To successfully restore landscapes, it is
important that restoration projects consider the evolution
of rist ecosystems and study the historical interaction
between the environment and human cultures. We can
iuip the complexities of the restoration process linearly,
I cginning with the development of a pre-modern model
f the site and the preparation of a prescribed method
that will transfom-i the current condition to one that more
cI( )selv resembles the original model. In all cases, tracing
ecological history is a critical first step in determining
an appropriate course for the restoration of a past
environment. Land reclamation is one aspect
of
ccos stem restoration that seeks
to counterbalance the
effects of modern human activities by converting
distuded em ironments to areas that support biodiversity
and, in many cases, recreational human use. While
reclamatioi draws upon a sound base of ecological
st’ wv. successful reclantion projects often restore land
() flo\ el
uses. This paper examines these effective and
] )\ d recumation
projects in open—pit coal mines around
Lipzig, (e1’manv,
1 gathei’ecj the information for this paper in eastern
Jcrman during May 2000. Working with my academic
\\‘s

advisor. Dr. Timothy Beach, at the Centre for
Environmental Research, Leipzig-Halle (UFZ
Umwelfforschungszentrum), we studied the reclamation
of open-pit coal mines. Our research consisted of
interviews with twenty scientific experts at the UFZ,
on-site visits to coal mining companies and restoration
sites, and meetings with local and regional government
officials. This paper synthesizes these many interviews
and site visits in an attempt to better understand and
appreciate the massive undertaking of mine restoration
in eastern Germany. First, I introduce German mining
reclamation policy, then discuss the multiple scientiiic
aspects of coal mine reclamation. and finally provide
examples of specific practices hnplernented in Germany.
German Mining Reclamation Policy
Germany is constitutionally similar to the U.S. in
that the German government shares jurisdiction
responsibilities with the 15 Bundesländer, or states, in a
federal system. Like U.S. state governments, the
Bundeslilnder have their own legislatures that create and
enforce state laws. Federal law, however, always
supercecLes state law when they are in disagreement.
Mining reclamation is a complex legal issue in Germany
for two reasons: 1) There is a distinction herween mining
law and water law, and mining law is federally regulated.
while water law is regulated by each state and 2) the
reunification of East and West Germany profoundly
impacted reclamation practices)
All reclamation falls under mining law, which means
that it is regulated by the federal government. Mining
companies have a non-transferable ckir to reclaim their
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land after mining has been completed. They are only
required, however, to ensure that mines pose no hazard
to public safety resulting from landslides, slumping, or
dust emissions. The problem is that reclamation
requirements are minimal. Some states wanted to require
mining companies to pay for pumping water into their
mines in an effort to limit the extraction of large quantities
of water from streams, which had been causing
ecological problems. Because water law is determined
at the state level, however, it could not interfere with
federally regulated mining law by imposing new
reclamation requirements on mining companies. The end
result was that the government agreed to cover the cost
of pumping water. This is only one example of the
disconnect between federal and state law. Although in
this particular issue it was easily resolved with a payment
from the federal government to the states, the fact that
mining is federally regulated can be problematic in cases
where there are differences in the interests of the
German government and the states. Reclamation and
water quality go hand in hand, yet it is difficult to
coordinate these areas of law because they are regulated
at different levels of government.
When West and East Germany reunited in 1990,
the laws of both nations were reconciled over a twomonth period. West German law was simply extended
to include the territory that had formerly been East
Germany. The implications on mining and reclamation,
however, were more complicated. After reunification,
coal mining in Germany saw a sharp decrease. Eastern
Germany, ànce the world leader in coal production,
mining over 300 million tons per year, decreased its
annual production to less than 100 million tons. The
result was 60,000 hectares of land that needed to be
reclaimed starting in 1990. Provisions for reclamation
were ‘ery limited under East German law, focusing on
state-controlled programs to make the land arable.
Though there were some requirements for making the
land safe and productive after the conclusion of mining
activities, there was no concept of personal (or corporate)
liability for mined lands. The state was chiefly responsible
for initiating and supporting any reclamation activities it
deemed necessary. Furthermore, reclamation was hardly
intended to serve any environmental interest; it was
simply a process undertaken to make the land productive
5
again.
Relics of the old reclamation policy are still evident
in the current displacement of corporate liability in
Germany today. One of the sites I visited during the
field-work season was a mine called Profen that was run
22

by the company, MIBRAG, in the outskirts of Leipzig.
MIBRAG is an international firm, owned in part by a
UK firm, a Canadian firm, and an American firm. It
received an economically viable area as a gift from the
German government, financial aid for infrastructure
construction, and a 40-year contract for energy
production. Because MIBRAG does not technically own
the land, however, the corporation is not responsible for
its reclamation. Like many other mining companies in
Germany, MIBRAG does not contribute the bulk of the
money needed for reclamation. Since 1991, for example,
the total costs of reclamation activities have been 10.5
billion DM (roughly $5.25 billion). Fifty percent of these
costs have been underwritten by the federal government,
16 percent by the state governments, 23 percent by the
federal employment agency, and only 11 percent by
private companies.
6 Ironically, MIBRAG is producing
an enormous amount of energy for a small population.
Population in Eastern Germany is declining, as many
people continue to move to the west and natural birth
rates are low. Even though MIBRAG is not maximizing
its production potential, it currently produces three times
the amount of energy that is needed by the communities
it supplies. The end result, is that adverse environmental
effects occur production of energy remains inefficient,
and MIBRAG avoids underwriting major reclamation
costs. Ultimately, there is no reason why the people of
Sachsen/Sachsen-Anhalt should be burdened with the
environmental and other costs of MIBRAG’s operation
since there is no need for MIBRAG to produce as much
energy as it does. The corporation’s presence in Germany
reflects the short-term government interests of foreign
investment rather than long-term sustainabiity.
One of the major side effects of mining is relocation.
Over the past few years, MIBRAG has had to relocate
the residents of several villages and wifi continue to do
so until its lease is up. In 1994, MIBRAG resettled the
people of Schwerzau and in 1998. the people of
Grossgrimma. Currently, MIBRAG is resettling the
people of Heuersdorf, a Medieval German village, in
order to excavate a new mine.
7 While M[BRAG provides
monetary compensation as well as new housing options
for people who are relocated, the relocation of entire
villages is a significant externality of mining.
There is a conflict of interest between MIBRAG’s
economic success and the need to mitigate the negative
environmental consequences of mining. While it may
not seem an onerous economic burden for the
government to pay partial reclamation costs for the few
mines still operating in Germany, one must remember
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government must also finance remediation
olE

all the mines abandoned under the former government
of East Germany Further, there is a continuing political
divide between East and West Germans who constantly
disagree about the amount of financial aid that should
he allocated to East German devek >pment. But as long

as liabU ty is limited to company vt(’nc’Ithq)ot mining land.
the German government can expect to toot the bill of
reclamation and run into trouble with its constituents
who disagree with the amount of money being spent.

Scientdàc Background
Significant degradation of the landscape is
una,oidable during the mining process. Because coal is
still one of the most important sources of energy, coal
mining has affected large areas in many countries.
Although nature has historically been able to recover
from small scale mining, large scale open pit coal and
lignite mining starting in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries caused radical alterations of the landscape and
adverse environmental impact. The environmental
transformations of coal mining include changes in the
surface appearance, geochemical environment,
atmosphere, surface and ground water, physical
environment of the overburden, and the need for waste
disposal. Jmpacts on hiotic elements of the environment
affl.ct not only flora and fauna, but also humans. In
Furupe, mining has also had cultural implications,
swallowing up entire landscapes complete with towns
and villages, and causing the water table to sink by up to
3() meters in some places.
6
From 1949 to 1989, the former state of East
(icrmany was the largest producer of coal in the world,
mining over 300 million tons per year during the Cold
\\ am Era, Much of the lignite mining occurr
ed in the
states of Sachsen and Sachsen-Anhalt. Today,
German
°il l)IOdluction has dropped to just over 100 million
to ons
year and many mines have been closed. While
(o a1 mining continues, coal
mine restoration has been a
\ cmnment mandate since
1990. But the sheer volume
mining in this region was so vast that there
is now
tasufficient overburden or tailings to refill
the pits.
(.0 onsequo’nly
the main focus of mine reclamation is on
c’ creation of lakes in
the former pits, though there are
ohmative uses for reclaimed mine
lands such as forestry.
atrjculture and habitat for wildlife.
Another option for reclamation is to simply
allow
Te land to natural
ly restore itself. According to Dr.
.\ndieas Berkner. Head of Braunk
ohlenplanungsstelle
Panning and coal mine reclamation)
in Sachsen—Anhalt,
)tOt1’o\v

10 to 15 percent of mined land is left to go throu
gh
natural succession. Dr. l3erkner argues that. in Germa
ny,
natural succession is the mo.st complete form
of
reclamation because natural processes may hilly
restore
ecological functions and diversity in the long—term.
One
ongoing test of the natural restoration of mine tailing
s
is the Rivier Park. near Profen to the southeast of
L.eipzig.
Nonetheless. natural restoration on these tailing
s will
occur over very long time scales, and it will leave
the
ai.eas unusable and hazardous for many years before
they
become fully functional for a wide assortment
of
activities. The Rivier Park, for examp
le, had the
appearance of badlands with spotty flora and high rates
of erosion.’ In Germany, tite percentage of land
left to
natural reclamation is surprisingly high because the
process is under long-term study.°

Climate
The choice of reclamation scheme depends upon
post-mining topography, soil characteristics, proximity
to urban centers, legal restrictions, and climate, which
is
often the first consideration of any reclamation plan.
Restoration planners can determine the type of flora
that can survive and flourish in a restored area only after
analyzing climate variables such as precipitation,
evapotranspiration, temperatures. and the length of
the
growing season. Rainfall timing must also be
considered
to link plant growing seasons with seasonal precipitation.
Further, if rainfall occurs in short, intense periods, it
could affect surface run-off and increase the potential
for soil erosion. Air temperatures, particularly when they
are extreme, affect the rate of plant growth and soil
formation. Greater biodiversity occurs at sites with longer
growing season. Common sense dictates that using
indigenous plants in restoration projects would alleviate
concerns over climate suitabth howevet; microclimate
effects should also he considered. Air temperature and
transpiration, for example, rely to a considerable degree
on the amount of shading available from existing plant
communities.

soil
Physical and chemical soil properties are of crucial
all reclamation activities. Post-mining
growth of plants is often more limited by the physical
aspects of soil, rather than its chemical properties.
because it is relatively easy to correct chemical
deficiencies with the addition of fertilizer or by
neutralizing acidity with lime. Physical properties include
hulk density. infiltration capacity. rock fragment content.
and clay minerology. Soil compaction is often a
challenging problem to overcome, for it impedes plant
importance to
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growth by restricting water movement and nutrient
intake and hindering root development. Suhsequently it
leads to runoff and soil erosion. The machineiy used in
restoring mines must therefore be carefully chosen to
2
minimize soil compaction.’
Regarding particle size, topsoil for crop use should
ideally consist of medium-grained materials such as silt
barns, barns, or silty clay barns. A soil rich in many
types of clays and organic matter will also he rich in
nutrient content, but may inhibit successful restoration.
According to a study byjansen and Meisted, 20 to 30
percent clay or organic matter is suitable for the surface
and the subsurface should not exceed 35 percent clay in
order to provide a successful environment for crop
3 Though they can be problematic for agiicukural
giowth.’
land that requires constant tillage, rock fragments can
be helpful in restoration by holding water at low tension,
thus making it more available for plant use.
An interview with Dr. Peter Kuschk at UFZ revealed
that attempts to reclaim mines by creating wetlands have
not been very successful because of problems with the
soil particle size. He predicted that there will be even
more of a need to restore and recreate wetlands in the
future to mitigate the destruction of natural wetlands
that will eventually occur due to climate change.’
Wetlands are also central to effective waste water
treatment.
Many variables determine how suitable a soil is to a
given restoration scheme, but a well-planned mining
project will save and store the highly organic topsoils
for placement over less organic overburden during the
restoration process.
1 Restorationists must also realize
that these stored soils will lose some of their functionality
with even the most careful storage.
After identifying the soils suitable for the chosen
scheme, recontouring the landscape is the next important
step in the reclamation process. The primary objective
of recontouring is to establish a landscape with a stable
infiltration-runoff relationship. This means restoring
moderate slope gradients that induce infiltration and
reduce erosion and mass movement hazards. Where
slopes are too steep for agricultural use, forestry is usually
chosen as a reclamation scheme)
To sustain all types of vegetation, a site must have
soil with appropriate amounts of key nutrients like
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium. Soil pH, in
particular, is important in species selection. Trees and
shrubs that tolerate extreme pH conditions, like pines
for acid conditions, are often chosen to reforest fbrrner
coal mines. Cypress trees and azaleas are other examples
of plants that can flourish in extreme pH conditions.
24

Proximity to Urban Areas
In Germany, many mining regions are located near
highly populated areas and excellent infrastructure, but
the closing of mines has been followed by high
unemployment. Moreover, unemployment is already high
in Germany (1 L6 percent in 1999), and very high in the
former East Germany where many mines have closed’.
Social and economic implications of reclamation
altematives, therefore, must be weighed when a scheme
is chosen. Converting an open pit mine to a lake can
have positive impacts on a residential community by
providing a source of recreation and recreation-related
income and employment. A community can profit from
a lake, for example, by selling fishing or boating licenses
and opening concession facilities to attract bathers and
boaters from neighboring areas.

Generation of Lakes in Former Surface Mines
The physical environment of the area around Leipzig
is well suited for agriculture, because of fertile glacial
and loessial soils formed since the last Ice Age.
Nevertheless, the majority of reclamation projects in
Germany focus on filling surface mines with water and
creating lakes because there is not enough remaining
overburden to fill in all the pits and return them to
agricultural uses. This section of the paper discusses
the science behind the generation of lakes.
German restoration planners have developed
schemes to restore two different kinds of lakes: those
appropriate for human use and so called “landscape
lakes,” or those intended solely for nature protection
and landscape formation. The morphology and water
quality requirements differ based on the intended use
of the lake. Lakes intended for human use should be
deep and steep-sided and have low nutrient inflows,
especially phosphate and nitrate levels. Lakes intended
for nature protection, however, should be
morphobogically diverse, possessing both deep and
shallow parts, a long shoreline, bays, islands, and steep
and shallow banks. In this way, diverse habitats are
available for a variety of organisms and stages of
organism development.
Lakes can he filled with either surface water or rising
groundwater. As long as the coal and overburden in a
given area have low enough sulfur content and high
enough pH, groundwater is best suited as filling water
because it usually supplies good quality water (i.e. low
bioproductivity and resistance against eutrophication).
Because groundwater is usually pumped and diverted
from a mine, it is also available for immediate use from
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the beginning of the filling process. There are, however,
significant disadvantages to filling a former mine with
groundwater. One disadvantage is the lengthy filling time
and the corresponding slope instability that occurs as a
result of the difference in hydraulic gradients between
the surrounding higher groundwater table and the lower
lake surface. This disadvantage may be avoided, howevei;
by pumping groundwater from the dewatering of nearby
active mines into the lake. By rapidly flooding the lake
with groundwater pumped in from another mine, the
water level in the lake will rise at a faster rate than the
surrounding water table and the slope will thus remain
stable.’
This practice has been implemented in the coal
mining area south of Leipzig, where instead of filling
the lake of Cospuden with water from the Wei& Elster
River, a pipeline has been built, pumping out
groundwater from the active mine, Profen. Restoration
of the Cospuden lake has been underway since January
19, 1998 and is currently open for public recreational
19 It is located in the suburbs of Leipzig and has
use.
enhanced the economic situation of the area by attracting
people to fish, swim, golf, and sunbathe.
In some cases, lakes are filled with surface water
diverted from rivers. The advantage of using surface
water is that enough water can be diverted to fill the lake
more quickly, so the hydraulic gradient from the higher
lake level to the lower groundwater table stabilizes the
slopes. Organisms, including some larger animals like
fish, are immediately introduced to the new environment
and are able to survive from the first filling stages. One
disadvantage of filling lakes with surface water in the
former East Germany is that rivers can be highly loaded
with nutrients and oxygen-consuming bacteria resulting
from pollution that can lead to eutrophication and the
growth of algae, thus limiting rater 2
utilization.
Restoration planners can overcome the disadvantages
of using surface water by treating it before it enters
the
lake. An example of such river water treatment
occurs
near Bitterfeld, Geomny, where water diverted from
the
polluted Mulde River flows turbulently over
fifty meters
along a rock channel as it fills the open-c
ast mine of

Gc.itsChe.2:

A reclaimed landscape may function as benefic
ially
as the original landscape before
mining. The deep pits
eft behind by the coal industr
y become new lakes in
areas where natural lakes
rarely exist. The end of coal
n:nung’s golden era left a well-d
eveloped infrastrUcture
fl its wake that now
provides access to the lakes. Indeed,
se’ eral mines that had
been restored to form lakes served

I

as exhibits during the European Expo 2000. showing

that there is much economic interest in developing the
lakes and their surroundings as attractions for water-

oriented tourism. These lakes will require long-term
management for continued recreational activities.

Conclusion
In the past ten years, Germany has undergone
tremendous political and economic changes that have
transformed the nation from a symbol of Cold War
division to a unified European power. Among these
changes is a shift away from coal mining as a major
source of energy. Germany is now one of the world
leaders in alternative energy production. The country is
dotted with windmills, harvesting wind energy as a source
of electric power. The growing strength of the Green
Party is a political development that has influenced and
will continue to influence domestic energy policy.
Germany has emerged as a leader of the European Union
on environmental issues and is very visibly moving
towards a heavier dependence on renewable energy
sources. As this movement grows, the coal mining
industry will continue to decline. The days of high
demand by the East Gennan government are long gone
and only vacant mines are left behind. So while Germany
is looking toward the future of alternative energy sources,
it must also look back at the hazardous vestiges of the
declining coal mining industry.
As this paper has shown, mine lands provide many
opportunities for successful and profitable reclamation.
Land can be restored to novel uses that are even more
productive than those of the original landscape, bringing
economic and recreational benefit to communities that
had previously relied on the mining industry alone. These
tremendous opportunities are not easy to realize,
however, as funding for reclamation projects is often
limited by budgetary decisions made by the federal
government. Germany’s goal for future reclamation
projects should be to engage mining companies at a
higher level of participation. Currently, mining
companies are involved in reclamation schemes at a
minimal level, indicating a degree of preference the
federal government has shown towards economic
investment over environmental accountability. This
preference is not new, nor is it unique to Germany. As
the nation continues to move away from the coal industry,
however, it needs to establish a legal framework for
corporate liability to facilitate the process of mine
reclamation.
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As we enter the twenty-first century, the United States
is at a crossroads in energy policy. Continued economic
growth ensures that the demand for energy in the United
States will continue to grow, yet our domestic energy
supplies are already strained. Dependence on foreign oil
raises questions of national security and increases our
trade deficit. At the same time, we are beginning to
experience limits on the supply side of natural gas,
making the use of our cleanest conventional fuel more
expensive. These threats have led the Bush administration
to call for expanded incentives for domestic exploration
of fossil fuels, particularly coal, which has become more
publicly acceptable with the reduced public health costs
due to “clean coal” technology.
While the White House calls for expanded fossil fuel
deelopment, a growing number scientists and
international actors are expressing alarm at the imminent
threat posed by amplified global climate change. A
growing body of evidence indicates that if climate change
is not stabilized through emissions reductions of 60 to
80 percent below 1990 levels, we may soon face climactic
events which threaten the very foundations of the global
econom This assessment makes the use of fossil fuels
:o address accelerating demand seem unwise,
but
economically viable alternatives are not yet readily
apparent. The full life-cycle costs of nuclear energy
are
\ cry high, and
include intractable risks of radioactive
Waste, public safety and political undesirabilit
y. Large
ydroelectric projects have decimated fisheries and
making their construction unwelcome. At fIrst
gance other renewable
energy technologies have

economic costs so high that they are largely dismissed in
strategic planning. The Bush administration, therefore,
has embraced a new era of polluting fossil fuels, unaware
of emerging opportunities for the commercialization of
renewable energy.
For decades, the federal government and private
industry have poured money into the development of
renewable energy technologies, leading to multifold
decreases in price. But while prices continue to fall, most
renewables are not yet competitive. Today’s high prices
do reflect some technological immaturity and the need
for continued research, but they also reflect the poor
economies of scale in the short run production used for
the demonstration projects upon which these costs are
currently based. Numerous studies now show that the
economies of scale achievable through mass production
can make existing renewable energy technologies
competitive in select markets. Paradoxically, competitive
prices will lead to expanded markets, hut large markets
are required to give manufacturers an incentive to
produce on a level which will create competitive prices.
If we agree that new renewahies are desirable over fossil
fuels for national security, economic and environmental
reasons, then the government should take an active role,
not only in research and development hut also in
commercialization programs to overcome ii ie economic
barrier that unnecessarily delays widespread use.
The commercialization of a l)road portfolio of new
renewable technologies would provide a viable
alternative to the revitalization of fossil fuel development
proposed under the Bush administration. An obvious
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candidate for renewed interest is wind power, which,
with large turbines now producing up to 1 megawatt or
enough to power 1.000 homes each, is already becoming
competitive in many regions. Fuel cells, popular for their
potential transportation uses, are also expected to become
competitive over the next decade. Biomass and
geothermal technologies are also promising with
comparatively low costs. Two minor “solar” technologies
exist: thermal solar power plants and solar water heaters,
both of which use the sun to heat liquids directly either
for home use or to spin electric turbines. While future
cost reductions are likely to be slight, these technologies
are competitive in certain niche markets. The largest
potential resource, however, the direct conversion of
sunlight to electricity by photovoltaic panels, is generally
believed to be farther from widespread
commercialization,
A number of natural; economic and regulatory
factors in the California electricity market make it
uniquely suited as a venue to attempt the difficult task
of making photovoltaic technology competitive with
conventional energy sources. This paper proposes a ten
year state/federal partnership to encourage a dramatic
scale-up in the production of photovokaic modules and
related system components. Rather than distorting the
market with expensive subsidies, this plan will use
California’s existing regulatory structure and a package
of new incentives to attract producers on a 100 megawatt
per year level. Coupled with modest consumer support
and regulatory reform, this effort should make substantial
progress towards the creation of an economically viable
photovoltaic industry in California and will serve as a
model for commercialization of grid-connected
photovoltaics around the world.

Appropriate Technology
As indicated by the preceding discussion, selection
of the right combination of technologies for a particular
electricity market is an extremely complex process which
involves a wide variety of social, economic and
environmental factors. The additional influence of
support programs to encourage specific technologies
must be carefully studied to provide the desired incentive
without unduly distorting market forces. Before
examining the specific arguments for and against support
for photovokaics, we should first summarize the factors
to be considered.
Sumerous aspects regarding photovoltaics require
us to use different price comparisons than we would for
conventional electricity generation methods. Their
28

modularity, for instance, means that, while vast fields of
panels can mimic power plants, they can also be used by
small consumers at the point of use. Their price can
therefore be compared to the avoided cost of retail
electricity, rather than to the price of electricity on the
wholesale market. only fuel cells could conceivably share
this characteristic in the near future; modern wind
turbines by contrast are too big for home use and require
utility scale investment.
Unlike conventional sources, solar power’s
availability is dependent on sunlight rather than utility
control. Its competitiveness can vary dramatically based
on how well or how poorly production matches the daily
and seasonal peaks in electricity demand and how well
its production complements that of other emerging
renewable technologies. Regional climatic factors, such
as the prevalence of cloudiness during the season of
peak demand, can affect reliability and necessitate
uneconomical redundant generating capacity. As a result
of these regional factors, both the estimated cost per
kilowatt-hour for photovoltaics and the relevant price
of conventional power against which it must compete
will vary widely. Such variation can create widespread
opportunities for economic use which will help to foster
niche markets long before full commercialization
An energy technology’s desirabffity and the level of
government support it merits should also account for
avoided externalities and political risks. In the case of
solar power, the assorted climate, public health and
ecological costs resulting from fossil fuel use are avoided.
It also appears less vulnerable to shifts in public opinion
which, rational or not, can lead to political fights and
regulations like those which have led to zero growth
and even costly premature closures of nuclear and
hydroelectric projects in the United States.
In considering government support of technologies,
we must look to a troubled history of distorted market
forces. Many permanent subsidies once promoted
innovative technologies, but today contribute to the
entrenchment of polluting energy sources such as coal
and oil, against which renewables must now compete.’
Permanent subsidies, therefore, should be avoided in
favor of more temporary economic incentives.
Governments should also be careful to not try to pick a
winning technology and thus stifle support for
opportunities in competing technologies. History has
instead shown us that government research and
development programs perform better when structured
in a decentralized, semi-competitive fashion such as that
which characterized the successful early years of PV
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research prior to Reagan’s budget cuts.
Commercialization programs should likewise allow for
the competition of leading technologies.
The complexity of technology choice is further
increased by price unceitainty in the future. Conventional
generators will become more or less competitive as the
price of fossil fuels varies, while the cost of photovoltaics
varies with interest rates paid on the financing of its
high upfront cost. The possibility of a future carbon tax
oi. tax credits for renewables adds additional uncertainty.
The only thing we can say with relative certainty is that
the demand for electricity in California will grow. and
that, with the proper incentives, photovoltaics can be
one wayto meet that demand.
-

The Status of Solar Energy
TechnoIoy
One key to understanding the economics of
photovoltaics is to understand their technological
fUndamentals, and the primary varieties of photovoltaic
devices. The photovoltaic effect was first discovered over
150 years ago, but was only commercially developed at
Bell Labs in the 1950’s. It is a characteristic of certain
materials, like silicon, called semiconductors, which
produce an electric charge whert exposed to light.
Scientists discovered that when carefully wired together,
thin wafers of silicon and other similar materials could
produce a useful flow of electricity by capturing roughly
10 percent of incoming photons.
3
Crystalline silicon was the first photovoltaic
technology to be widely developed and it remains the
most common and least expensive type of module.
Crystalline silicon modules are created by slowly lifting
an ingot of crystalline silicon out of molten metal, and
then cutting thin wafers of the crystal for use in flat
plate panels. PV found its first use only in the extremely
high value application presented by the space program,
but with the help of federal research and development
in the c ake of the energy crisis, costs have decreased
dramatically as methods to remove impurities have
improved wafer thickness and silicon waste has
decreased and production volume has increased. More
recently, advances have been made in module durability;
while heat damage once caused significant initial
deprecij many cells now carry a warranty
of 25
YTS.’ While most new funding
and attention is focused
On exciting “thin film” technologies, crystalline
silicon
retains the cost advantage of using computer
industry
yproducts for its wafers, and costs have
continued to decrease. A.s a result. many

commercialization studies continue to assume that
crystalline silicon will remain the most competitive
technology for some tirne. Ishaq Shahryar. president of
Solec. a small company continues to shun thin films,
argues. “I believe crystalline silicon technology, until
2010. will be the dominant technology... I would say 55
to 6() percent of the industry Iwill still be usingi silicon
technology by 2010.”
While crystalline silicon remains dominant,
technologies utilizing thin films are becoming a popular
field of interest, In particular, thin films of amorphous
silicon are now becoming commercially available and
economical in a variety of applications. Amorphous
silicon tackles the high cost of pure silicon by doing
away with wafers entirely and instead depositing a film
of silicon, so thin that it is translucent, onto a continuous
roll of flexible plastic. While it’s efficiencies of around
10 percent can’t match those of crystalline silicon at about
15 percent, United Solar; the leader in this technology,
has proven that improved manufactunng efficiency can
make this technology increasingly competitive. When
United Solar’s highly automated 10 MW/yr Newport
News plant opened in 1995, it reduced the installed cost
of amorphous silicon power from 25-40 cents per
kilowatt-hour to about 16 cent.s.
7 United Solar has also
announced plans for a $84 million 25 MW/yr facility, in
Auburn Hills, Michigan which will be the largest capacity
solar fliciity to date and may establish amorphous silicon
in a role competitive with crystalline sfficon. Amorphous
silicon can also be more versatile as a consumer product
no longer restricted to rigid arrays, the flexible material
of thin films can he used to cover glass facades, to shingle
roofs, or on curved surfaces such as boat cabins. In
addition to amorphous silicon, there are a variety of
other thin film technologies under development, like
gallium arsenide and cadmium telluride, which have the
potential to show high efficiencies in the long term but
presently face economic and technological barriers.

Price
Until very recently, the cost of electricity produced
by photovoltaic panels has been many times that of
electricity produced through conventional means, but
for forty years its price has been steadily decreasing. Now,
with little fanfare, photovoltaic technologies are
approaching critical price thresho1d at which they will
become economical in an increasing number of markets.
Two cost measures are commonly used in refer
ence to photovoltaics. Price per peak watt refers to the
simple cost per watt of “rated capacity,” the rate at
which power is produced under ideal conditions. Price
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per kilowatt hour, a discrete unit of power, is more
complex to calculate hut provides a direct comparison
to the price of competing fos.sil technologies and the
retail market.
The cost of an installed photovoltaic system has
two components: the panels themselves and the balance
of system (BOS) costs. Decreases in the price of panels
come from a variety of sources, including ever increasing
efficiency of conversion in all technologies, decreasing
costs as less wasteful manufacturing processes are
implemented, and the savings in economies of scale as
production volumes increase. The Utility Photovoltaic
Group reports that, “solar cell panels that cost $1,000 a
peak watt in the 1960’s and $30 in the early 1970’s were
only $4 by the mid 1990’s, and costs are still decreasing
9 The UPVG report, “Photovoltaics: On the
rapidly.”
Verge of Commercialization,” notes $3 per peak watt as
a critical threshold for entry into 9,000 MW of markets.
°
1
With scientific advancement and 30 percent annual
manufacturing growth, that goal may not be far away.
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Once a fraction of total costs, balance of system
costs can now account for roughly half the cost of a
system and have proven less elastic than the cost of
modules themselves. BOS costs include system design,
land costs, site preparation, system installation, support
structures, power conditioning equipment, operation and
maintenance, contingencies and interest.
0 Of course,
not all these costs exist for all systems. A residential
rooftop system, for instance, does not require land, nor
site preparation. System design, operation and
maintenance, contingencies and, perhaps surprisingly,
land costs are relatively insignilIcant aspects.
12 Installation
costs can be substantial for both central plant and rooftop
30

systems, with rooftop systems presenting the additional
problem of few local contractors in a given area with
photovoltaic experience. Support structures come in a
variety of forms ranging from fixed racks to systems
which track the sun through the day and season. There
is a roughly even trade-off between the cost of tracking
systems and improved exposure. The DOE estimates
that costs will drop 25 to 30 percent as support structures
go into mass production.
1 Also, as modules efficiencies
continue to improve, the area required to produce a given
amount of power, and the relative cost of associated
support structures will decrease. Because solar panels
produce DC power, an inverter and other power
conditioning equipment is required for supply to the AC
grid or household appliances and contributes roughly
$100 to 150 of the BOS costs per kW. As production
of inverters grows and quality improves, this cost could
drop to $50/kW.
0 As a result of these advances, BOS
costs are expected to decline substantially but will remain
the more inelastic component of system cost.
Another component listed in Zweibel’s analysis of
BOS costs, interest, introduces us to an important aspect
of operating costs for 15
photovokaics. In conventional
power generation, there is both an upfront construction
cost, and an ongoing cost associated with the price of
its fuel. Similarly, in nuclear power there are high
construction costs followed by low operating costs, but
also a high decommissioning cost at the end of the plant
life cycle. Photovoltaics are different because virtually
all expenses must be financed up front; operating costs
are then extremely low as the feedstock, sunlight, is
universally free. Regardless of how a photovoltaic system
is financed, the costs of using capital immediately rather
than years later must he included as an operational cost
of the system.
While evaluating the cost of photovoltaics, most
estimates consider the cost of financing and benefits of
production over roughly a twenty year period. Indeed
the efficiency of modules degrades substantially over
time, but they are expected to produce some electricity
for even fifty years and beyond. Given the almost
negligible cost of land, there is no reason that old
inefficient panels should not simply be left in place,
producing a free benefit overlooked in most cost
estimates.
So how much does electricity produced by
photovoltaics cost’ Depending on the equation one uses
and the specific installation referred to, estimates cover
a range from 25 cents kW/hr” to 4.4 cents kW/hr.
Most estimates, however, put present costs somewhere
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in the range of 10 to 20 cents kW/hr and falling. This
price is still substantially above the 2 to 5 cents kW/hr
cost of wholesale power traded by utilities, hut much
closer to the 6-12 cents kW/hr paid by most retail
Photovoltaics are now becoming cost
competitive for a wide variety of free standing and grid
connected high-value applications on a purely economic
basix
Free standing uses of photovoltaics have provided
the early markets necessary to bring solar cells into
production. but are limited in scale. Consumer products
such as calculators and garden lights. for instance, have
until recently accounted for over 2 percent each ofworld
production. Remote communications equipment such
as microwave relay stations and roadside call bpxes have
also provided a fairly large high-value applications. For
remote homes the cost of photovoltaics is often
substantially lower than that of extending the utility grid
to serve them, but because photovoltaics only produce
electricity in sunny conditions they must be supplemented
with either expensive and inefficient battery storage or
backup generators. These uses have provided an
important early market for the technology, but are
inefficient and may, in fact, be better suited for supply
by fuel cells as their costs are reduced in coming years.
The future of photovolaics is on the electric grid.
As PV system costs decrease they will increasingly appeal
to homeowners and businesses as a way to replace the
high retail prices paid for distributed electricity. With netmetering, grid connected consumers can bypass the
inefficiencies of battery storage; instead, they can still
use grid power when needed at night and on cloudy
days, and can sell excess daytime generating capacity back
into the utility, effectively using the grid as a battery and
slashing their electric bill.
While prices will remain too high to be competitive
with fossil fuels for power plant scale generation for
some time, utilities are increasingly fInding cost-effective
applications for photovoltaics. Greg Rueger; Senior Vice
President of PG&E, notes, “our analysis has shown that
strategic’ location of photovoltaics can, under proper
conditions, double the central station value of the
technology to 2
utilities.” There are, for instance,
Substantial potential savings for utilities in the use
of
Photovohaics for “grid support.” “Installing PV near
the end of a feeder line that is experie
ncing heavy peak
loads may be a cost effective alterna
tive to upgrading
the line,” according to the Interna
tional Energy 2
Agency.
supply of remote villages and islands
also provides an
example where central plant production
by photovoltaics
UNiVERSITY JOURNAL OF

can already compete against conventional methods of
generation. An early market with much larger potential
exists in the field of peaking power. This use, heavily
dependent on regional climate and demand patterns,
makes California an exceptionally good choice for the
siting of a PV commercialization program.
The negative environmental externalities associated
with fossil fuel use have long been apparent, but entirely
absent from cost accounting. Burning fossil fuels results
in the emission of soot, NO ,SO ,ozone and even
mercury into the atmosphere, resulting in negative health
impacts and in acid rain which degrades forests and
fisheries. New technologies and regulations have
somewhat reduced these emissions and their associated
effects, but they remain a problem. Meanwhile, there is
a growing consensus regarding what appears to be a
much larger problem. Global climate change will begin
to severely impact physical, biological, social and
economic systems unless we take immediate action to
reduce emissions. Models released in the Third
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, a team of 2000 scientists in related
fields, indicates that global temperatures are expected
to rise 1.4 to 5.8 degrees Celsius by 2100. The JPCC
goes on to predict that these anthropogenic changes will
lead to a reduction in crop yields, more frequent
droughts, expansion of tropical diseases, increased
energy demand, more severe weather events, increased
flooding due to heavy precipitation events and rising
sea level. Furthermore, the IPCC admits that these
assessments are generally based on the lower warming
estimates of the Second Assessment Report and do not
yet consider effects under the more dramatic warming
predictions in the upper range of the third report.
’ The
2
effects of cliniate change are already being felt as increases
in severe weather events are threatening to bankrupt
certain sectors of the financial services industry,
particularly reinsurance. These environmental threats
represent a significant externality which should be taken
into account when evaluating the true costs of energy
technologies against which PV competes.
Other negative externalities of continued fossil fuel
use include a significant contribution to the trade deficit
by oil imports, and increased military expenditures for
the defense of our oil supplies in the Middle East,
resulting in what amounts to a hidden subsidy of $10 to
23 billion per year, according to a study by 23
Greenpeace.
Meanwhile, photovoltaic industries produce a positive
externality as they create more jobs per unit of capital
invested and energy produced than do conventional
plants, and these jobs are cleaner and safer as well.
26
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Many economists argue that these substantial exten-talities
should justify modest government expenditures for a
commercialization program in a near-commercial market
like California.
Photovoltaic technology also faces a potential
windfall in political contingencies which may develop
rapidly in the future. A major disruption in oil imports
could make the presence of large solar manufacturing
facilities and installed capacity critical to our national
energy security, and would help to buffer price shocks.
Another serious possibility is the imposition of Kyoto
like measures to reduce cathon dioxide emissions. Under
a cap and trade scheme, for instance, solar producers
could expect a significant income from emissions credits.
While these externalities and contingencies clearly
favor government progranis to support PV
commercialization, such programs are expensive and
therefore should be implemented where market forces
are already most favorable. In recent years, concerns over
externalities have led to rapidly expanding programs for
photovoltaic commercialization in Europe, causing the
US market share to drop from 80 percent to only 33
percent, yet this pattern is surprising, however, as
Europe’s patterns of energy demand are a poor match
27 In these markets, externalities are
to solar production.
considered to be so great that PV has been put into
4despread use despite the fact that it is unlikely to benefit
from high value peaking prices, and that, due to frequent
cloudiness, redundant conventional capacity must be
available.
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The commercialization of photovoltaics in California
makes far more sense. One factor in making the
Calikrnia market closer to commercialization is higher
rates of solar irradiation due to latitude and lower cloud
32

cover. PV modules in California will operate at an
average of 70 percent their rated capacity while cells in
the Northeast US and Europe produce at an average
of less than 45 percent. Furthermore, most cloudiness
in California comes during the winter months when
power demand is lowest with high production almost
guaranteed for peaks in demand during the summer
when air conditioners strain the grid’s supply. This match
is substantially different from patterns in Germany where
demands are highest in the winter months yet heavy
cloudiness drives PV energy production to near zero,
making wind power more appropriate for that market.
In California solar and wind power can complement
each other in important ways. “In the summer peak
demand in California comes between 2:00 PM and 8:00
PM, while the highest winds will occur between 5:00
PM and midnight. However, if coupled with solar
power that peaks earlier in the day, wind and solar
together would fit the demand patterns in Northern
California almost perfectly.”
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The potential in harnessing the high value of peaking
power is significant especially as the California market
tests the limits of its generating capacity. In California’s
deregulated electricity system, the rates utilities pay for
electricity typically rise during the hours of peak demand
from bulk power rates into the range of 10-20 cents
kW/hr where solar is competitive, and during summer
peaks have reached as high as 52 cents kW/hr.
31 While
such astronomical prices are tied to a crisis situation,
California rates are historically high, as described by the
Public Utilities Commission in a 1996 report:
“California’s electricity rates are amongst the highest in
the world and are about 50 percent higher than the
national average.”
’ Even following the dissipation of
3
the State’s most recent energy crisis, higher baseline rates
and a close match to peak demand will make
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piLotovoltaiCS more competitive in California than
elsewhere in the US or Europe.
Almost perfect sunlight through the st immer months
California
also allows solar to provide some uniclue
in
benefits to consumers with rooftop systems. As system
production peaks in summer afternoons, it may be
possible for users to operate independently of the grid,
providing a level of reliable service which utilities have
failed to guarantee. Such high reliability is critical for many
businesses. Times of crisis can also produce temporarily
high rates which can exceed budgets; as consumers with
rooftop systems purchase a smaller portion of their
power from the utility the impact of such price shocks
can be reduced. There are also additional opportunities
associated with real time billing which wifi be discussed
later.
One issue often discussed in conjunction with the
costs of solar power is large scale battery storage. The
proposed use of such expensive and inefficient systems
is unnecessary. Until renewable energy makes up a far
larger portion of our energy mix, on the level of 15-30
percent, conventional generators will make storage
unnecessary, particularly in places like California where
renewables closely match peak demand. By the time
storage becomes necessary decades from now, more
efficient technologies such as bidirectional fuel cells will
have had time to develop.

Manufacturing Capacity

L
I

I

In June of 1979, President Carter established a
national goal of meeting 20 percent of the nation’s energy
needs from solar resources by the year 2000.32 Though
system costs have declined roughly 90 percent since
Carters declaration, manufacturing capacity remains fairly
low. Worldwide production of photovoltaic modules
in the year 2000 amounted to roughly 150 megawatts.
This rate of production is 300 percent the 50 MW/yr
just a decade ago, and the rate has been increasing 30
percent per year since 1996. Even with such a high
growth rate, however, it will be decades before
photovoltaics make a major impact in the global energy
mix, unless governments step
in to promote a dramatic
scale up in production.
Individual plants also remain fairly small. The world’s
largest plants in operation include: Siemens Solar’s 13
lW/yr plant in Camarillo, CA; BP Solar’s 10 MW/y
r
tacility in James City, VA; United Solar’s 10 MW/yr
plant
1-fl \ewport News,
VA; and Astro Power’s 9 MW/yr
tacility in ewark, DE.
3 These plants are still too small
D Create a breakthrough
in economies of scale, yet more
small plants continue to be huilt.
3 United Solar’s

previously mentioned 25 MW/yr Michigan plant is more
promising, but for improved economies of scale
companies should be encouraged to produce on an even
higher level.

Routes to Commercialization
With few externalities, the major barrier to
commercialization of PV remains its price. Opportunities
for reductions in price exist in improving technology,
subsidies and larger economies of scale. Some regulatory
barriers also continue to hamper the use of PV in cost
effective applications.

Research and Development
For the entire history of photovoltaic cells,
technological improvement has been the primary driver
of cost reductions. Research and development has
yielded products with higher efficiencies and
manufacturing processes which waste less, leading to
dramatic reductions in cost. “Conventional energy
technologies based on fossil fuel have reached maturity,
leaving little room for significant cost reduction... In
contrast, solar technologies still have large potential for
improvement, pending appropriate R&D.” Currently,
as silicon technologies begin to mature, research and
development programs are breaking new ground in the
study of new alternatives to sfficon in photovoltaics. While
many of these technologies show promise, their
development is still at an infant stage, and under the
Bush administration, continued R&D funding is far from
assured. lechnological improvement does show potential
for future cost reductions, so R&D budgets should be
expanded. The present political climate, however, may
not lend itself to such increases. Photovoltaic technologies
will continue to advance over time and will eventually
he significantly less expensive than those now available,
hut other means exist for commercializing existing
technology in the short term.
Subsidies
The traditional way to reduce the price and encourage
the use of a desirable technology is to place subsidies
upon it in the form of tax credits, rebates and low cost
loans, which bring it into competition with less desirable
alternatives. Influenced by the alarming threats posed
by continued fossil fuel use, many states have introduced
various subsidies to encourage the use of renewable
energy. For instance, a California program set to expire
in 2002 provides rebates for up to half the costs of a
rooftop photovoltaic system. Indeed, an expansion of
renewable energy use should be an urgent priority, but
traditional subsidies may not be the most effective
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approach to promoting this, as they have a tendency to
distort market forces and limit innovation. Subsidies may
instead encourage the continued operation of plants
producing expensive, obsolete products, resulting in high
costs to government while not necessarily promoting
sustainable advances on the supply side of the industry.
Subsidies, in fact, are to blame for many challenges
which presently face photovokaics. As described earlier,
subsidies often persist long beyond the period for which
they are needed, and eventually defend entrenched
technologies against new innovations at public expense.
Just as subsidies today artificially reduce the cost of
mature fossil fuel technologies, making it difficult for
crystalline silicon solar panels to compete, ten years from
now a subsidy on crystalline silicon may preclude the
commercialization of a more efficient technology.
Another pitfall to be avoided is the use of temporary
subsidies to promote an immature technology which is
far from being competitive. The large subsidies which
were placed on solar panels and wind turbines in the
early 1980s evaporated, leaving idle wind farms and
inefficient solar panels, such as those atop Georgetown
University’s ICC building, as public monuments to
perpetuate the belief that these technologies will always
be too expensive for widespread commercial use. While
some solar technologies are clearly ready for
commercialization, subsidies remain a blunt, expensive,
and relatively ineffective approach to promoting
photovoltaics.’

Economies of Scale
Initiatives to improve economies of scale are more
promising approaches to making photovoltaics
commercially viable as they actually reduce the true costs
associated with the manufacture of solar systems.
Testifying before the House Committee on Science in
March 2001, Joel Darmstadter of Resources for the
Future commented on the dramatic improvements in
the price of renewables, noting an unexploited path to
further reductions. “Indeed, the cost outcome seems
quite remarkable, because renewable technologies have
not seen the large-scale investment and volume of output
that can contribute to significant technological
development or economies of scale in production, as
many people had anticipated when forming their cost
39 Somehow, technological development
projections.”
alone has led to near-commercial prices without the large
investments tmdlitionally associated with such reductions.
With prices now so close to vast new markets, an obvious
opportunity exists to exploit the untapped efficiencies
of large scale production.
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This common-sense theory is backed up by the
findings of three studies summarized iii the KPMG
report, “Solar Energy: from perennial promise to
competitive alternative.” Based primarily on the results
of the “MUSIC FM” study of a hypothetical 50() MW
’
1
yr plant, KPMG concludes that “the necessary price
reduction for solar panels by more than a factor of 4
can he achieved by enlarging the production scale by a
factor of 25 compared to the largest plant now in
operation.” ‘The report also includes analysis of a
Greenpeace study on a 20 MW/yr plant and a study by
P. Maycock on a 10 MW/yr scale. All three studies
examine crystalline silicon technology; when they were
published in 1996-1998, “thin film technology [was not
yet] sufficiently developed to begin production on a large
scale.” The recent opening of several large thin film
silicon plants, however, may indicate opportunities in
this technology as well. Of these reports, the substanthlly
larger size of the MUSIC FM study resulted in the lowest
predicted price of 80 cents per peak watt, despite the
additional cost of a separate plant for the refinement
of solar grade silicon. The silicon demands for plant of
this size would exceed the supplies of cheap high grade
silicon produced as a byproduct of the semiconductor
industry. The smaller studies predicted costs of $1.47
(Maycock) and $1.96 (Greenpeace) per peak watt (these
are the costs for modules alone and exclude BOS costs
which could add $1 to 3 per watt).
42 The wide variation
in results between the three studies reflects the
uncertainties of making such predictions and the different
years and countries in which they were conducted, hut
the theoretical basis of savings through economies of
scale remains strong. large scale production allows more
efficient use of production equipment, improvements
in the production process including more extensive
automation, larger scale utilization of technological
improvements including those which can only he used
on a large scale and a reduction in overhead costs relative
to direct production costs.’
3 As predicted by the DOE
observation that, “historically, the cost of PV has
dropped 18 percent for each doubling of production,”
all three studies indicate that a significant scale-up of
production will generate many economies of scale.’’
Furthermore, as explained earlier, the market conditions
in California, such as the potential use for peaking power,
make the reductions in cost needed for
commercialization far smaller than those in these
European Studies. make the reductions in cost needed
for commercialization far smaller than those in these
European Studies,
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findings of this report as the estimated costs of such a
plant at S658 million are well within the means of such
a multinational. Unfortunately, most analysts would
recognize that there are costs and regulatory implications
associated with the creation of the necessary markets.
Unilateral construction of such a plant without an
integrated government plan would cause raw material
and balance of system costs to skyrocket while the output
would flood the market with cheap modules.
jeopardizing the revenues and survival of that company
and the rest of the industry. Consumers would he
hampered by the lack of coherent regulations regarding
net metering and rarity of local service providers for
photovoltaic equipment. Rapid expansion of
manufacturing capacity is necessary. Even if production
continued to grow at 30 percent per year, it would take
decades for photovoltaics to be a substantial percentage
of world energy supply,.but for production to grow at
a faster rate and realize major economies of scale
government support is necessary to assume some costs
associated with expanding markets.

ReuIatory Reform
In light of skyrocketing prices and struggling utilities
in the year 2001, California legislators proposed a variety
of incentives for renewable energy production. Several
measures to expand and extend the present system of
rebates passed, but those bills attempting to streamline
more problematic regulatory issues, ABX 83 and ABX
38, became mired in their own complexities and failed
to pass.
ABX 83 would have extended an existing law
requiring net metering in California to allow systems
producing in excess of 10 kW. While this step would
allow more widespread use of photovoltaics by larger
businesses and institutions, it does not address the
fundamental problems associated with net metering.
California utilities are only required to accept a mere 17
MW, yet to simply raise this limit would put an undue
burden upon utilities by requiring them to pay for a
substantial amount of their bulk electricity production
at retail rates. Before photovoltaics can be
commercialized, a regulatory scheme must he developed
to address this conflict.
ABX 38, an intelligent proposal with low costs, is
incorporated in amended form, as an aspect of the
corrimercializatioi plan. It addresses the difficulty some
individuals and institutions have found in financing
renewable energy projects by establishing a fund of $25
million to finance directly and underwrite loans for the
development and purchase of such systems. Amended

down from an onginal 150 million, this program would
have been limited in scope, but it illustrates an important
role for government that could he easily expanded.’

A Plan For Jump.Startin9 Solar Industry In
Cah
The following is a comprehensive plan for federal,
state and local government assistance in the
commercialization of photovohaics for the California
market. It attempts to address the complexities of
overcoming the significant barriers to commercialization
while taking advantage of the unique market
characteristics which exist in the state. Seeking to realize
unexploited opportunities for price reduction resulting
from economies of scale, it encourages producers to
make the necessary investments for an immediate
production increase by providing an environment where
markets are initially guaranteed and price shocks are
avoided. While recognizing that government resources
are limited, it allows for some competition between
different producers and avoids “picking a winner” by
allowing competition between the two leading
technologies now ready for commercialization. It
operates through a package of benefits awarded to
producers based on bids for the price at which they
would be willing to produce for government purchases
under a market guarantee. The package includes the
aforementioned market guarantee, financing and
underwriting by a Solar Bank, the regulatory foundation
necessary for larger markets and other benefits such as
facilities which can be provided by government at little
expense. The expenses associated with the program are
low in comparison to those of comparable growth
under a regime of rebates alone and government
support is designed to be entirely phased out or
privatized by the end of a ten year term, allowing a
return of open market forces and the entry of new
technologies. If fully successful, the program would
provide a useful model for the commercialization of
photovoltaics or other near-commercial technologies in
markets around the world, and at the very least will vastly
expand the installed capacity of photovoltaics in the state.

The Solar Bank
The establishment of a Solar Bank would help to
overcome the barrier of high initial costs by dernystifying
the financing process and guaranteeing loans. It could
be built on the regulatory structure of ABX 38 and.
depending on the funds available, could he OCfl to
either photovoltaics alone or to a larger portfolio of
renewable technologies. To facilitate the price advantages
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of distributed generation and economies of scale, the
limits of ABX 38 would have to be amended to allow
1)0th small loans to individuals for rooftop systems and
larger loans to finance manufacturing facilities in excess
of 30 MW/yr. It would require the transfer of funds
from state or federal treasuries into an independent
renewables fund, the primary function of which would
simply be to underwrite loans to consumers through
traditional lenders. In doing so, it would guarantee the
availability of financing at market rates to all those who
wish to invest in photovoltaics, not only those with
perfect credit or large amounts of cash on hand. In
addition to underwriting, this Solar Bank wouki also
provide direct subsidized loans for major capital projects
which are not commercially viable, yet deemed critical
to an aspect of the supply chain. All decisions regarding
direct financing and subsidized loans will be made by a
board of directors appointed by the governments
contributing to the fund.

The ReuIatory Adjustments
One regulatory issue which dearly must be addressed
is that of net metering. It is currently only available to
those determined consumers willing to handle complex
contracts and is capped at 17 MW. The resulting costs
are relatively small and are absorbed by the user’s
electrical service providei; but with expanded production
the cap must be removed. Beyond a handful of early
adopters under the existing cap, it is unfair to require
that utilities absorb the costs of buying back power at
retail rates (essentially providing grid access for free);
on the other hand, it is equally unfair to reimburse
electricity returned to the grid at bulk power prices when
much of it is provided during times of peak demand
when the utilities are paying much higher rates for
production.” The plan’s compromise removes the cap
on net metering, while allowing utilities, at their option
and expense, to replace the existing bidirectional meters
with real-time metering systems that bill at different rates
according to demand, and reimburse for power returned
to the grid according to the spot price for electricity on
a real time basis. Real-time billing agreements are already
negotiated between utilities and large consumers such
as factories and hospitals. These win-win arrangements
save money for utilities by reducing the demand for costly
peak power while providing opportunities for the
consumer to reap savings from intelligent demand
management. Based on the close match of peak power
and photovoltaic production in California, it is likely that
real-time billing will continue to provide an incentive
for photovoltaic use, but it will do so based on market
36

devices rather than on a burdensome regulation. As more
consumers will be involved, the State should also
mandate simplified and standardized procedures
regarding contracts for net metering and real time
metering so that any consumer can understand and
complete them.
A number of local regulations also exist as part of
building codes and homeowner association covenants
which impede the installation of solar panels by small
9 The state should mandate the removal of
consumers.’
such unnecessary impediments.

The Physical Plant
With financial and regulatory impediments removed,
it is now possible to consider the core of the plan, a
package of incentives which would lead to the
construction of a “solar enterprise zone” containing two
competing plants producing photovokaic panels of each
leading technology on a scale of at least 100 MW/yr,
and an assortment of smaller facilities to produce the
necessary balance of system components. The rough
outline of this structure was inspired by the plan for a
“Solar Enterprise Zone” to be placed in the DOE
Nevada Test Site, outlined in the Clinton Administration’s
° This project would
5
1995 Sustainable Energy Strategy.
have been a joint venture between ARCO Solar, Enron
and the DOE to create a 100 MW/yr production facility
51 It was predicted
for on site installation and generation.
to produce electricity at a cost only 5.5 cents per kilowatthour, less than the 5.8 cents then paid by the federal
32 Unfortunately, the plan was
government for electhcity.
doomed by its reliance on a central plant model, high
labor costs at the remote site, decreasing electricity prices,
bureaucratic opposition and the sale of ARCO Solar to
Siemens. It does, however; provide a powerful inspiration
for application in a situation which faces fewer barriers
and is proof that solar companies will agree to such a
large plant, at least in principle. My selection of a 100
MW/yr plant size provides a workable compromise
between the 10, 20 and 500 MW/yr plants studied under
the KPMG study, large enough achieve substantial
economies of scale, yet small enough avoid the additional
cost of in-house silicon refining.
53
The first aspect of the package to be awarded to
pioducers would be a free ten-year lease on appropriately
sized federal land and warehousing facilities in the
location to be designated a “solar enterprise zone.” The
most obvious choice, or at least an instructive example,
is the now closed Fort Ord Military reservation near
Salinas, CA. This military base has already been partially
converted to civilian uses including the California State
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University at Monterey Bay and a number of technology
firms. Many of its facilities, however, remain vacant and
could he ideal for the office, warehousing and land
requirements of a major photovoltaic production
campus. Also, unlike the Nevada location, it is close to
1)0th vast supplies of inexpensive labor from the growing
cities of this agricultural region. and to the technical
expertise and byproduct silicon of the aptly named Silicon
Villey. only 50 miles away. It would produce panels for
distributed generation throughout the state, avoiding the
inefficient on-site use model that helped doom the
Clinton plan.
The promise of free use of facilities coupled with
Solar Bank financing, a friendly regulatory environment
and the market guarantee (to be discussed below), would
hopefully attract competitive bidding for the packages
amongst a number of existing producers of both
crystalline silicon and thin film silicon producers. For
instance, United Solar might hid for the thin film package,
while a joint venture of Astro Power and Siemens may
hid against them. “ The process for bidding and selection
will be described in the next section.
Facilities and financing will also be provided to
manufacturers of necessary balance of system
components. Inverters of various sizes, for instance, will
be needed in volumes far exceeding present supply, and
without expanded manufacturing capacity, BOS cOsts
would soar. Inverters, mounting systems, metering
systems, and concentrators are just some examples of
support equipment needed. Participating firms could
also develop raw modules into innovative new consumer
products. Crystalline silicon panels with inverters builtin could be purchased at a hardware store and plugged
into an ordinary electrical outlet to reduce the draw from
the home’s baseline power demands without the
complications of installation and net metering contracts.
Amorphous silicon films can he integrated directly into
building materials such as shingles for homes and
attractively tinted exterior glass for use in office
builclthgs.’

The Market Guarantee
To simply expect that companies would volunteer
to start producing an additional 200 MW/yr in a market
which by then will only total that amount would be a
naive assumption. Producers will require guaranteed
initial markets for their products before they begin
production on that level. As predicted by the KPMG
report, the expenses related to creating that market and
overcoming the chicken-and-egg dilemma of mass
Production will likely require the largest degree of
goverm-e support in the conimercialization process.

.\k )reover. the initi: il high volume production must he
absorbed by government purchases to insure that price
shocks do not disrupt the market to an extent that
producers go bankrupt and middlemen are
overwhelmed.

‘l’he demands for the consumption of electricity by
government facilities are vast: in 1995 the needs of the
federal government alone would have amounted to
33,400 MW of installed PV capaciry. A coordinated
buy-clown program involving a coalition of federal, state
and local government agencies will help to meet
government energy needs and provide producers with
the guaranteed markets they need as they develop
increasingly large private markets. The costs of these
buy-clowns can be absorbed through local initiatives in
progressive communities. the sale of bonds, excess
agency budgets, and grants from the Solar Bank. For
example, in the fall of 2001, the voters of San Francisco
approved $100 million in bonds for the purchase of
photovoltaics. To ensure stability while forcing producers
to seek out competitive markets, the size of these
government purchases will decrease over time.
Governments will commit to the purchase of 90 percent
of production in the first year. This commitment will
then decrease by 10 percent per year until it disappears
entirely in the last year of this ten year program. The net
effect will he a gradual 20 MW/yr increase in the private
market each year, at prices which reflect low production
costs from the very start.
The price of these govei’nrnent purchases will
determine which producers receive the benefit packages,
and wifi also decrease by 5 percent each year to encourage
an even more rapid departure from government support.
A board of directors, created from the governments
contributing to the buy-down, will accept and evaluate
bids from firms or joint-ventures for the price at which
they would be willing to provide modules to the
governments. The lowest bid by a credible producer
for each technology will be accepted and passed on to
the Solar Bank for consideration of financing. This
competitive process will encourage companies to explore
the lowest production costs achievable through mass
production, and will minimize the costs of the buy-clown
for taxpayers.

Fostering Private Markets
While government buy-downs will produce an initial
market for these products, ultimately they must he able
to reach the even larger markets of the private sector at
competitive rates. The gradual reduction in the size and
price of the buy-down will encourage the producing
companies to seek out increasingly large markets for
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their products and to expand marketing efforts. At first,
off-grid uses may absorb a substantial portion of the
new supply, but ultimately companies will be forced to
turn to grid connected customers including individuals,
small businesses, corporations, institutions and utilities,
in the high value uses explored earlier in this paper. As
reported from the TEA conference on Photovoltaic
Systems for Electric Utility Applications, many markets
may exist for the commercialization of photovoltaics; it
will be up to the producers to seek out and exploit these
59 If they wish, producers are also free to seek
markets.
markets outside the near competitive markets of
California, and may, if they choose to do so, wean
themselves off the support of the government guarantee
ahead of schedule in favor of privaie markets.
For its part, the state government will partner with
the module and support component producers to
encourage the community colleges of the state to offer
a variety of certificate programs in the installation and
maintenance of photovoltaics for contractors, corporate
purchasers and even individual consumers. Such
programs will foster the necessary growth in
technological expertise on the local level.

Ten Year Review
After ten years the success of the program will be
evaluated and efforts will be.made to phase out
government support. A variety of contingencies
including the institution of emissions trading, higher
energy prices and significant reductions of cost through
emerging photovokaic technologies or vastly expanded
production capacity could make PV fully competitive
and the continuation of the program unnecessary.
Alternately, conventional energy costs may have dropped
and new technologies may fail to emerge, necessitating
continued support or the replacement of these measures
with efforts to commercialize other near commercial
technologies.
In all likelihood the hoard wifi continue phasing out
support by eliminating the buy-down and starting to
charge for public facilities. Such measures wifi begin to
repay the program costs while weeding out those plants
which have since been made obsolete. Efforts should
also be made to phase out the Solar Bank’s subsidized
loans and privatize it for the continued provision of
market rate loans for the PV industry and its customers.
These measures will level the playing field so that low
prices for crystalline silicon and thin film silicon
technologies are not artificially maintained once other
competitive alternatives become available.
38

Conclusion
This proposal, inexpansive when compared to other
commercialization programs, has the potential to yield a
revolution in the structure of the California electricity
market. After ten years, it will have streamlined the
process for net and real time hilling and will have added
no less than 2,000 MW of installed photovokaic capacity,
a feat which, by itself, has major environmental benefits
and helps to meet the growing needs for electricity in
the state. More importantly, if competitive prices are
indeed achieved, it will provide a valuable demonstration
to the governments and industries of the world that
photovoltaics can be made commercial in the near term
through economies of scale. While this particular
program takes advantage of unique opportunities
provided by California’s electricity markets and grid
demand, its provisions are merely examples. Others may
exploit consumer choice with green pricing or further
cost reductions through overseas production. With
photovoltaics now so close to mass markets, the
opportunities for commercialization are vast and diverse.
We merely need to wake up to the urgency of global
dimate change, recognize America’s declining role in the
renewables industry, and boldly reclaim the leadership
we have lost to Europe by being the first to mass produce
commercially competitive photovoltaic systems.
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Water wastage gushing through a field in the Aral Sea region
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A wizened Karakalpak man asked the

jeep driver to stop at an unremarkable spot
in the midst of a salt desert, perhaps 30
kilometers from the village of
Kazakhdarya in Karakalpakistan.
“T used to swim here. I brought my
wife oLit here on a boat. The ater as
three times my height.” he said flatly.
‘

While the man was of admittedly
diminutive stature, three times his height
W( )uld have been over ‘i meters, or it
)ughly
15 feet. Now, there was no water for the
next fifty kilometers or more, only the
dried h isks >f what had been seaweed and
a littering of seashells in the desert.
.•

•..
.,

Where had the water gone? What has happened to
the Aral Sea that, within one man’s lifetime, a viable
fishing industry, a way of life, and the fourth largest
inland body of water in the world has been reduced to
dust? The implementation of Soviet policies in Central
Asian lay at the root of this catastrophe. Glasnost and the
subsequent collapse of the Union in 1991 prompted
the wider, public release of information on the track
record and consequences of Soviet environmental
management. During the Soviet era, the extent of the
environmental degradation was little known inside the
country’s borders and only glimpses were available to
the West. Now a fuller appreciation of the extent of
the damage provokes questions of outrage. Why did this
happen? How did these environmental calamities come
to pass?
A review of the problems inherent in Soviet
environmental policies show them to be reflective of
wirier problems of Soviet politics. Specifically,
bureaucratic in-fighting and the lack of information
availability that led to the need for ,glasi zost also underlie
the extreme mismanagement of the environment.
Irrespective of the laws protecting nature and natural
resources, power struggles among ministries, between
more and less empowered agencies. and between locallevel voices and central. Union authorities were jointly
responsible for thwarting the implementation of these
laws and undermining the ecological integrity of the
Soviet Union. The desiccation of the Aral Sea provides
an excellent example of this travesty in action.
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Soviet Environmental Policy
Despite constitutional promises to “preserve the
purity of the air and water” and charging Soviet citizens
with the duty “to protect nature and conserve its riches,”
the Soviet state continually disadvantaged the
environment in myriad ways.’ From philosophy to
bureaucracy to implementation, there was a blatant
disregard for the environmental consequences of
economic policies. The labor theory of value, one of
the cornerstones of Marxism, stipulates that goods have
value as a consequence of the human labor and exchange
involved in their production. Therefore, natural resources,
requiring no human activity to create, merely to extract,
5 There is no valuation by
have no intrinsic value.
principle of supply and
underlying
scarcity—an
demand—and as a result there was little policy
consideration given to the possible limits of resource
. The vastness of the Soviet Union also
6
availability
promoted the image that its natural bounty was endless,
and thus free. “For many people, it is difficult to believe
that the USSR’s natural resources could be seriously
7 Natural resources were assumed to he
depleted.”
inexhaustible and the developing Soviet state consumed
them voraciously.
Stalin’s industrialization campaign, starting with the
first Five Year Plan in 1928, began a conscious policy to
harness nature for man’s service. In addition to exploiting
resources for extensive industrial growth, such as the
Baikal-Amur Mainline (BAM), and to creating industrial
zones that have become virtually unlivable, such as
Keremovo and Magnitogorsk, Stalin advanced the Great
Stalin Plan for the Transformation of Nature. ‘. Initiated
in the late 1940s, one aspect of the two-faceted project
was to create a windbreak for the central steppe regions
of Russia by planting trees and erecting shelters. This
portion of the plan was implemented and was nominally
successful in raising crop yields by altering the region’s
9 The second part of the plan entailed the
climate.
diversion of Siberian rivets to better irrigate Central Asia
and Southern Russia. The planning and feasibility studies
for this project dragged on for decades and fed into the
Aral Sea crisis which will be discussed below. Despite
“major changes in official Soviet attention to
environmental protection since the death of Stalin,
certain fundamental perceptions of environmental use
and protection have remained essentially the same
Ibecausel the industrialization drive of the 1930s
experienced only minor modifications through the
Khrushchev and Brezhnev eras”.’ For example, two
separate laws for protecting water use were passed—the
42

1960 law “On Measures to Regularize the Use and
Increase the Protection of the Water Resources of the
USSR” and the 1970 “The Principle Water Legislation
of the USSR and the Union Repuhlics”—but only the
name and “little else of substance was altered.” Either
law would have been sufficient for protection purposes,
but both were under-enforced and “unsatisfactorily
fulfilled”.” Laws, regardless of their good intent, were
left to the whim of the agencies responsible for
implementing them.

Bureaucracy
Another aspect of the Soviet state which grew
2 As the
tremendously under Stalin was its bureaucracy.’
number of ministries and agencies exploded and were
then duplicated at the republican levels, lines of
responsibility became more convoluted both horizontally
and vertically. Horizontally, ministries responsible for
certain industries and agriculture were also responsible
for monitoring and maintaining the environment as it
pertained to that specific industry.
13 This represented a
clear conflict of interest as the chief polluter was chaied
with monitoring its own degree of contamination.
Production was more important in the Soviet economic
policy than environmental protection, and therefore any
negative repercussions were nominal compared with the
rewards of meeting the quota.
The web of agencies responsible for various aspects
of environmental protection further complicated the lines
of authority. Among the six major institutions charged
with monitoring merely water resource use were the 1)
USSR State Agro-Industrial Committee, 2) the USSR
Ministry of Water Resources (Minvodkhoz), 3) the USSR
State Committee of Hydrorneteorology and
Environmental Control (Gidromet), 4) the USSR
Ministry of the Fish Industry, 5) the USSR Ministry of
Public Health, and 6)the USSR Ministry of Geology.’
4
As large-scale projects entailed larger budgets, these
agencies competed for jurisdiction over increasingly
“macro”-projects which were often the most ecologically
destructive. The Ministry of Water Resources, for
example, “became a sophisticated defender of the most
destructive, massive experiments with nature,” such as
the Siberian river diversion plans.
15 In their genuine
efforts to lessen pollution, these agencies and their
republican counterparts were often shackled “because
the Soviet economy is organized on a branch principle,
a derisive resolution of environmental problems can only
he reached at the level of the Council of Ministers” of
The USSR and “many of the ministries regulated. . .are
of equal status to the [regulating] Ministry. .and can
.
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safely ignore enironn ntal directives issued by
this
agency.” ‘‘ As other ministries were equally if nor
more
powerful than the ministries and state comm
ittees
responsible for environmental protection. the needs
and
interests of the former more often then not countervailec
i
against the protests of the latter.
Vertically, the layers of convoluted bureaucratic
growth entailed disparities in authority at the republican
and locals levels as opposed to All-Union ministries
and
legislationT Although by 1963 all of the Soviet republics
had promulgated laws “On the Protection of Nature,”
none existed at the all-union level.” The worst polluting
industries were run from Moscow, and therefore were
not accountable to republic-level authorities. “The major
polluters, as well as the environmental and resource
ministries, were all centralized institutions
; the
republics were powerless to regulate the most
environmentally destructive industries in their territories.
“Without federal legislation, the republics had little legal
power to control ministerial actions. Even with the
legislation, the centrnl ininishiescou!dillbxisiepublinin
regulatory 9
authority”.’ Likewise, many of the republics
were not in a financial position to design or implement
environmental policies of their own. “Relying on the
republics to develop the scientific basis for environmental
protection and resource conservation may be a risky tactic
if only because some of the republics are terribly
impoverished.”
’
2

Availability of Information
“The seventy three year history of the Soviet Union
is a history of systematic misinformation on the
environmental conditions in the 2
USSR.” This
’
indictment of the availability of open environmental data
is further complicated by the bureaucratic hoarding of
the information, alluded to above,of even small releases
of closed 22
reports. While localities were aware of the
degradation in their immediate area, the lack of
information inhibited the development of an overarching
environmental consciousness. Protests over the pollution
of Lake Baikal beginning in 1960 were the nascent steps
towirds greater environmental awareness and to demands
for more information, what Pryde calls the “Baikal
Awakeni
2
3
ng.” Although the protesters were primarily
writers and scientists and there was little mass support,
the protests drew international attention and forced a
reassessment of the 2
project. The industrialization of
the Baikal region, already underway, was not halted by
the ecological activities nor by the resulting policies, hut
it did galvanize the environment debate in two ways.
First, the core of the writers and scientists involved

continued to play a role in the environmental movement
through to the collapse of the Soviet 2
IJnion. Second,
the government began to forbid the publication of
information concerning the environment, initially only
in the region around Baikal but eventually encompassing
all environmental information.
In 1963. by personal edict of Khrushchev, then again
in the late 1960s and again in 1975, information
concerning “not only.. the condition of Baikal hut any
ecological infdrmation in the mass press throughout the
country” was prohihited. “Since 1975 you vil not find
a single reference to pollution of the air, the water or
the soil even in special 27
articles.” This ban affected not
only the information available to the public, hut also
further complicated access to the already nominal amount
of the information available within the 2
hureaucracy. A
Council of Ministers of the USSR resolution in 1972
(No. 898) on “intensifying the Preservation of Nature
and Improving the Use of Natural Resources” required
special commissions composed of leading scientists and
the Hydrometeorological Service to compile state of the
environment forecasts for the following twenty years.
These Bulletins ofEnzMvnnientalPollution were confidential
and few even within the government had access to
them. According to the 1988 Goskompriroda report,
29
“official, open information on ecological conditions and
human morbidity was virtually unavailable before
1987.”’ Similarly, as the information was collected by
the various ministries, none was willing to share with
the others nor to pass on the information to Gosplan
for incorporation into the Five Year plans. It was
commonly assumed that the environment was “provided
for” in the 3
Plans. However, with little and poor
’
information to work with and with a primary focus on
production, environmental protection was mrely factored
into the Plan.

Gorbachev, Glasnost, and the Greens
Control on the dissemination of information was
not relaxed until a confluence of events in 1986.
Gorbachev had already begun a program of glasnost,
openness, which allowed greater levels of social
comment, critique, and questioning of the government
as part of a greater accountability of the government to
the people. On April 26 of that year, one of the reactors
at the Chernohyl nuclear power plant underwen
ta
meltdown. 11e resulting radiation contamination covered
not only vast areas of Ukraine, where Chernohyl is
located, hut many ether republics and countries in
Europe. The Soviet government attempted to keep the
incident from the Soviet public, but under mounting
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international pressute questioning the credibility of glacnost
and incontrovertible evidence in Ukraine, the state
32 As public awareness of the
acknowledged the disaster.
catastrophe increased, so did the
the
magnitude of
power of the Green movement. Not only were
environmentally based organizations growing in
membership but few candidates in the 1989 legislative
elections (for the Congress of Peoples’ Deputies (CPD))
did not include the environment on their platform. A
volley of articles detailing environmental crises elsewhere
brought the lack of a comprehensive approach to the
33
environment into sharper focus.
Legislation in the Gorbachev era had a significant
impact on the environment. The “Law on the State
Enterprise” carries provision for th payment for natural
resource use by enterprises, for the return of
environmental control over enterprises to the local
soviets, and for the financial accountability of firms for
management. This latter
’
their own environmental 3
provision, as part ofperctroika, may have been working
at cross purposes to the new environmental legislation.
As firms became increasingly self-financing and demands
were made to become more efficient, there was less
incentive to implement or retrofit expensive
35 Little
environmental protection devices and policies.
There
resources.
the
of
use
was done to rationalize
remained only a nominal charge for natural resources
and pollution or wastage was met with a minimal fme.’
In an effort to remedy bureaucratic contradictions
and inefficiencies, comprehensive environmental
legislation, “On the Fundamental Restructuring of
Environmental Protection in the Country,” was passed
in january 1988. The most significant aspect of this
legislation was the creation of the State Committee on
the Environment (Goskompriroda), the Soviet equivalent
of the Environmental Protection Agency. Environmental
responsibilities of the various industrial ministries were
stripped and given to this agency. Other agencies such
as Gidromet and Vodkhoz had many of their functions
given to Goskompririoda, which was supposed to be
empowered to reject proposals without environmental
assessments.
The first chain-nan of the agency, Fyodor Morgun,
after spending 18 months “hanging his head against a
brick wall” resigned citing the need for a scientist in the
position. Morgun did, however, establish a series of
research institutes and laboratories for the purpose of
studying the current environmental problems; all of these
institutes were located within the Russian Federation. It
is unusual that in 1988 Goskompriroda did not site an
44

environmental research laboi:itoiy in Ukraine or Byelorus
to investigate the effects of Chernobyl, nor in Central
Asia where “ecological problems could hardly be
39 The new chairman, Nikolai Vorontsov, a
worse.”
renowned scientist, a deputy in the CPD and the first
non-Communist Party minister, had yet to be afforded
the authority or the funding necessary to carry out his
charge.
Briefly during 1991, in an effort to increase the
agency’s authority vis avis the more powerful ministries,
Goskompriroda was elevated to the status of a ministry,
the USSR Ministry for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection, (Minpriroda). The ministry,
however, was not allotted funds by the legislature except
enough to pay the minister’s salary. 1) Clearly, the
underfunded agency lacked the authority and power to
monitor, not to mention enforce, environmental policies.
In sum, neither the republics nor the environment
could stand against the imperatives of the Soviet state.
Soviet policy, while making superficial acknowledgment
of environmental concerns, emphasized military capacity
as well as economic growth and extensive development,
quantity over efficiency and quality. Although there were
provisions for the environment at the all-union level,
none were rigorously enforced. More powerful ministries
stood to prosper from environmental exploitation and
many environmentally harmful projects were supported
by the ministries charged with conservation. At the
republican level, environmental legislation existed but
the agencies lacked the political power and the financial
resources to enforce compliance on all-union industries
or centralized institutions. Poor monitoring of the
environmental situations in the republics and nominal
reporting of data kept both central planners and most
of the Soviet citizenry ill-informed of the extent of the
degradation occurring even within their own republic.

The Aral Sea
The Aral Sea “ranks as one of the world’s worst
ecological catastrophes, affecting not only the immediate
region but also undermining the health of populations
1 Merely thirty years ago, the Aral
in remote regions.”
Sea was the fourth largest inland body of water in the
world. The Sea itself supported a thriving fIshing industry
while its two primary tributaries, the Amu I)arya and
the Syr Dai-ya, provided drinking water as well as
irrigation and industrial water for the otherwise arid
region. In the last thirty years, the Aral Sea’s volume has
been reduced by 60 percent and three quarters of its
surface area has disappeared. Neither tributary reached
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the Sea for most of’ the 1980s and the water carried by
the rivers was burdened with chemical pesticides.
fertilizers, defoliants, industrial wastes, and untreated
urban effluents. The combination of pollution and
desiccation is the result of epic water mismanagement.
The rivers of the region had irrigated agriculture
for millennia, hut not until Soviet era increases in
production demands and water management polides had
the consumption of water challenged the existence of
the Sea. The crop requiring such extensive irrigation is
cotton. Central Asia had been cultivating cotton prior to
the Tzarist invasion of the region and became a critical
supplier of the crop for the Russian textile industry. The
Soviets viewed cotton as a key to industrialization. In
1929, the Central Committee of the CPSU initiated a
“struggle for cotton self-sufficiency in the 2
USSR” The
1940 cotton harvest was 2.24 million tons; by 1960 it
had jumped to 4.29 milhion’tons. In 1961, the Twenty
Second Party Congress resolved to expand the
production of “white gold,” doubling the production
quotas of the Central Asian 13
republics. Some portion
of this increase resulted from improved agricultural
techniques but the majority of the additional production
was due to more land under cotton cultivation. In the
arid conditions of Central Asia, more cultivated land
meant greater irrigation demands. In 1950, 2.9 million
hectares (approximately 2.4 acres) were irrigated in
Central Asia; in 1965 the figure had become 4.5 million
and 7.2 million in 1986.” The increased demands of
irrigation heavily burdened the region’s water resources,
about 95 percent of which are dedicated to irrigation.
An additional drain on the Aral Basin water supply
has been the expansion of the reservoir and canal systems
on the rivers, namely the construction of the Karakum
Canal, begun in 1954. This canal diverts water from the
Amu Darya almost at its source on the Afghan border,
and redirects it 1300 km through the Turkmen desert in
an unlined, uncovered channel. Officially, 15 km
3 of
water are drawn off of the Amu Darya annually by the
canal, all of which is lost to the Aral Sea.”
6 As the rivers
continue down their respective courses, they are riddled
with reservoirs, canals, and other structures, further
diverting water from reaching the Sea.
7 The USSR
Ministry of Water Management (Minvodkhoz) was
responsible for the construction and oversight of these
projects and “has benefited from constantly digging
canals and obtaining billions of rubles from the state
budget for this purpose. To ensure its operational
territory for years to come, it set out to exhaust all the
water resources of Central Asia. Minvodkhoz is
“

singled out for blame “for promoting excessive
development of irrigation in the Aral Sea Basin, for
wasteful use of water, and for their cavalier disregard
for the fate of the Aral Sea.”
9
Drawing off water for irrigation from the only
sources of in-flow to the Aral Sea had the obvious effect:
the Sea began to shrink. This was not an unforeseen
outcome; worse, the desiccation “was planned and carried
out deliberately.” The Aral Sea was intentionally
“sacrificed for the sake of cotton, for the cotton
independence of the Soviet Union.”° The deleterious
effects of the increased irrigation were noted as early as
the mid-1960s as evidenced by the 1965 USSR Council
of Ministers resolution “On Measures to Preserve the
Fishery Importance of the Aral Sea.”
51 The decreasing
volume of the Sea has greatly increased its salinity and a
Soviet cost-benefit analysis found additional irrigation
more valuable than the 52
fisheries. The Sea has
unequivocally “died.”

Bureaucracy
The somewhat lackadaisical attitude towards the
death of the Aral Sea takes place in a broader context—
the “Sibaral” river diversion plan. There had been, since
Tzarist times, a plan to divert a Siberian river, alternately
the Ob or the Irtysh or the Yenisei, to replenish and
bolster the Aral Basin.
53 The magnitude of the project
was in keeping with the massive Soviet-style projects—
the BAM, the Virgin Lands Campaigns, the Belomar
Canal, and Stalin’s other Transformations of Nature—
and, because of its complexity and expense, the project
has consistently enjoyed support from Minvodkhoz and
other construction ministries and research institutes that
stood to gain tremendously from the investment.’ In
fact, it has been suggested that part of the river diversion
scheme hinged on desiccating the Aral; that Siberian
waters would replenish the receding Amu and Syr Darya
irrigation waters and the Aral would be converted to
rice 55
paddies. Theoretically, the prospect of ameliOration
of the region’s water crisis by Siberian rivers provided a
safety net for the ruthless exploitation of the Aral Basin.
Whether or not the Aral was destined to become rice
paddies, the prospect of amelioration of the region’s
water crisis by Siberian rivers provided a safety net for
the ruthless exploitation of the Aral Basin. The Sea was
allowed to dry out and the rivers contaminated because
eventually all would he set right with the infusion of a
Siberian river.
The Central Asian republics were staunch supporters
of the project as they remained acutely aware of their
dwindling water resources. The planning for the “project
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of the centuty,’ as it was called, dragged on from its
initial approval for study during the tenth Five-Year Plan
to the continuing scientific studies endorsed by the
eleventh Five-Year Plan. In December 1980, the Central
Committee of the Uzbek Communist Party held a
caucus to rally support for the project prior to the
implementation of the twelfth Five-i’ear Plan.’ Despite
the powerful support of the prominent Central Asian
Party leaders and sometime USSR Politburo members,
S. Rashidov (from Uzbekistan) and D. Kunaev (from
Kazakhstan), and the various USSR Ministries, there
remained controversy conceming the feasibility and the
cost of the project in addition to potential and
57 The continuing
uncalculated environmental risks.
violates the unwritten
canal
proposed
over
the
“polemic
on a controversial
taken
been
rule that once a decision has
matter by higher authority, all criticism shall cease, and
laudatory comment is the order of the day.” The higher
authority was the Central Committee of the CPSU and
the USSR Council of Ministers who, in 1978, jointly
decreed a resolution “On Carrying out Research and
Design Work on Problems of Diverting Part of the
Flow of the Northern and Siberian Rivers to the
Southern Regions of the Country.” Although the pace
of implementation was glacial, the Central Asian
republics felt justified in assuming that having become
policy, the Stharal canal would eventually become reality.
The fact that the socio-economic, as well as
environmental, future of Central Asia was contingent
on the realization of the canal, as a result of the inefficient
and rapacious use of regional water resources, provided
ample incentive for these republics to lobby for their
interests.
In addition to the mounting environmental problems
due to the depletion of the Aral, there have been
profound public health and socio-economic
consequences in Central Asia. Brackish swamps and
polluted run-off in the rivers have led to a rapid increase
in the spread of communicable diseases. Blowing salts
from the sea have so contaminated the air that respiratory
and digestive track cancers are epidemic.
Karakalpakistan, the autonomous republic within
Uzbekistan bordering the Aral, suffers from such severe
generalized environmental contamination that mothers’
milk is toxic!’° Representatives from this area, T.
K’iipbergenov, a leading environmentalist and renowned
writer, D. Yadgarov, Chairman of the Karakalpak Council
of Ministers, and M. Salykov, the First Secretary of the
Karakalpak ASSR, have been the most outspoken
defenders of the Aral Sea. Unfortunately for the
46

Karakalpaks, as an autonomous republic within a
republic, they were (and are) even less enfranchised
relative to the All-Union ministries. An additional layer
of cynicism compounds the horrific plight of the
Karakalpaks. According to Mirzaev, the former head of
the Tashkent Irrigation and Agricultural Engineering
Institute, the Minvodkhoz in Moscow “toasted to
standing on the bottom of the Aral Sea in the 20th
century,” knowing that they would receive consistent
funding whether to build the Sibaral or to study its
deleterious effects, as the Sea continued to drath.

Availability of Information
Despite the lobbying efforts of both the leaders of
the Central Asian republics and many central ministries,
there was no mention of the Sibaral project in the Twelfth
Five-Year Plan. Where previously the newspapers had
consistently carried articles enthusiastic about the
completion of the project and the benefits it would bring
the region, after August 1985, there was little mention
ofthe diversion scheme in the press and even the Uzbek
deputies to the USSR Supreme Soviet made no mention
63
of it in their speeches concerning the Five-Year Plan.
to
seemed
Information on the Siberian river diversion
have dried up with the Aral Sea.
Although the Aral has been steadily declining since
the early 1960s, there was little attention paid to the
severity of the situation by the ministries responsible or
by the media. By 1976, however, the situation warranted
elevation to the status of a national, as opposed to a
republic-level, problem and the State Committee on
Science and Technology was ordered to study the Aral.
A conference on “The Environmental Impact of a Drop
in the Level of the Aral Sea” was held in 1977 where it
was acknowledged that the situation had reached crisis
’ However; itwas not until 1988 that a group
6
proportions.
of Soviet journalists in conjunction with scientists,
embarked on Aral-88, an odyssey throughout Central
Asia to bear witness to the devastation wrought by
mismanaged irrigation. While this crusade brought some
attention to crisis, Reznichenko’s diary of the expedition
65
remained unpublishable in the USSR.
Writers both within the Soviet Union and abroad
continued to downplay the extent of the Aral Sea
desiccation. As the situation was not considered critical,
it received little attention in the broader Soviet press,
and publications on the issue within the Central Asian
republics were suppressed. In his 1978 sarnizdat book
that revealed previously unknown events of Soviet
environmental policy, Wolfson dotes on Lake Baikal but
does not even address the Aral Sea. In his 1994 work,
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Wolfson needs only one page to cover the situation in
Baikal but devotes a chapter to the Aral Sea. Likewise,
other seminal writers such as Gustafson (1981), Jancar
(1987), and Ziegler (1987) make no mention of the Aral
Sea. Pryde, in his early work on Soviet conservation,
stated that the “status of the Aral Sea is not so acute”
because it lacked economic significance and a dramatic
drop in sea-level had not 6
occurred. By 1991, Pryde
’
reverses himself, admitting the “intensive development
of irrigation.. .has depleted river flow and led to the
drying of the Aral Sea.. .with accompanying severe
impacts.” How could so many scholars, who were
aware of the receding waters of the Aral Sea, have been
so publicly blind or so blasé about its demise?
While Lake Baikal and Chemobyl became causes
célèbres in the media, the Aral Sea has received relatively
nominal attention. “Before [the cancellation of the
diversion plan], it was almost impossible to publicize
the problem, but everybody knew about it. Some say
nothing was done because of discrimination, because
this is happening in Muslim Uzbekistan... [Tihere is
certainly a lack of official interest. A member of the
Committee to Save the Aral Sea, R Tuliagakov, a novelist,
confirmed that “we knew the problem as far back as
1960, but we were not allowed to speak out. When we
did, the bureaucrats caicifled us.”
° Whereas Lake Baikal
7
hosted resorts and health spas and invited foreign visitors,
by this time the resorts at the Aral seaside were 20 miles
inland. Months of processing were required to obtain
permission to travel to the Aral Sea vicinities and by
then foreign visitors were virtually 7
prohib1
ited.
“

Gorbachev, Glasnost and the Greens

In August of 1986, the Politburo of the CPSU had
canceled the project; an unusual reversal given that the
“project had come to be too strongly associated with
prosperity for the Soviet Union’s huge system of
hydroconstruction and land improvement agencies and
organizations
7
2
.” The cancellation of the Sibaral diversion
scheme was regarded as a victory for Russian
environmentalists and the first sign of Gorbachev’s real
commitment to the environment. The anti-diversion
campaign was led, interestingly, by Sergei Zalygin, a
Russian writer and ardent supporter of Lake 73
Baikal.
Siberian interests felt that they had been blocked for years
by the prominence of the First Secretary of the Uzbek
Communist Party, Sharaf Rashidov, and not until his
death (1983) and disgrace (1986) were they able to
protest the needless desecration of 7
Siberia. Russian
’
environmentalists daimed that the project was destructive
to the Siberian environment unnecessarily and that efforts
should first be made to improve the efficiency of water
usage in Central Asia7

While improved efficiency was certainly desirable,
it
was clear to Central Asian 7
scientists that even the most
’
efficient use of the region’swater would be insuffi
cient
not only to save the Aral but even to meet the increasing
water demands of the rapidly growing 7
population7
The Sibanil silence was broken by calls for another plan,
an alternative to the Siberian diversion that could
adequately address the impending water crisis. As none
was forthcoming, attention turned to the Aral Sea and
the inevitable catastrophe that would take place there
now that the long-held hope for relief was gone.
In 1988, the USSR Council of Ministers and the
Central Committee of the CPSU acknowledged the
devastation in the Aral Basin. A commission was
established to make recommendations and a series of
decrees requiring the increased flow of water into the
Aral were issued. The head of the commission, Yuri
Izrael, who, ironically, had previously headed the USSR
Gidromet, suggested reducing the cotton quotas from
the region to lessen the need for irrigation in addition to
improving the quality of irrigation 78
facilities. Other
provisions called for a minimum inflow into the sea, the
stabilization of the seabed, a focus on providing potable
water, and an effort to return mn-off to the rivers, but
resource pricing remained an issue. Where, for Baikal,
the 1988 USSR Council of Ministers and CPSU Central
Committee resolution on increasing charges for industrial
water use may have somewhat diminished excesses, water
for agricultural purposes, the primary water use in Central
Asia, remained almost free. In 1989, the USSR Supreme
Soviet passed a resolution also demanding an
improvement in the regional water resource usage.
This last round of legislation from the Soviet Union,
the 1988 and 1989 decrees, effectively placed the blame
for the Aral Sea crisis squarely on the shoulders of the
Central Asians, and not Minvodkhoz, by identifying only
irresponsible local water use as the problem and the
source of the only solution mentioned. The governments,
agencies, and Party officials in the various Central Asian
republics, most notably Uzbekistan, do share a significant
portion of the responsibility for the current condition
of the Aral; they facilitated the implementation of these
quotas and ill-informed agricultural practices. They did
not, however, create the cotton monoculture, the quotas
that drove the monoculture, nor build an unlined,
uncovered canal, nor the diversion project that made
the on-going delusion of sustainahility possible.
Likewise, none of the decrees lessened cotton production
quotas. At a meeting of environmental experts in
Tashkent in 1990, all of the official legislation was
considered a “mirage.”
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The cancellation of the diversion plan in conjunction
with the health and economic costs has made the Aral
Sea a symbol of nationalism vis a vis the Soviet Union.
It remains a subject for debate whether the Siharal ploject
was cancelled due to the pressures of Russian
environmentalists or to the new imperatives of peresimika
and economic feasibility.hl but either source for the
discontinuance, be it in Russia or in Moscow itself, lies
outside the affected region. Within the region, “it was
deeply shocking to Central Asian sensibilities and viewed
as one more example of regional and ethnic
discrimination.. .[The desiccation of the Aral was] “a
made to order...theme of nationalism... As a symbol of
environmental abuse, the Aral heightened public outrage
over what outsiders had done to the Central Asian
2 The desiniction of the Aral Sea and the
homeland.”
continued domination of the cotton monoculture, were
central themes in the budding nationalist movements
including the “Save the Aral Committee” supported by
3 and BiHik(Unity),
various writers and regional notahle
1
the first opposition political party in Uzbekistan.
in Uzbekistan,
especially
scientists,
and
Politicians, item,
for river
need
continued to preach the on-going
diversion to save the Aral as well as the ecology and
economy of their region despite the project’s
canceflation.

Conclusion
The Aral Sea is far from the only environmental
blight on the former Soviet Union. Other waters have
been polluted, other soils contaminated, other people
poisoned. The case of the Aral Sea clearly typifies the
confluence of ill-conceived planning, mismanagement,
and poor enforcement that lead to the ecological
catastrophes that mar the Soviet landscape. As many of
these problems were brought to light in the Gorbachev
period of glasnost, so, too, was the prior lack of
information availability and bureaucratic accountability.
Arguably, the inability of the central authorities to obtain
accurate information on any aspect of life or economy,
including the environment, was central in the need to
create glasnost Bureaucratic inertia, power-struggles, and
unaccountability were, in part, responsible for the
dysfunctionality of the Soviet economy and they continue
to impede reforms, including those recognized under
the rubric of glasnost In this way, the Aral Sea crisis is
typical of the problems of the Soviet Union that
necessitated glasnost. Needless to say, like many of the
deep-rooted difficulties of the Soviet period, neither the
Aral Sea crisis nor any of these environmental disasters
48

have been fully addressed or rectified despite the attention
they have received.
Additionally, as glasnost afforded greater opportunity
to express dissent, the recognition and acknowledgment
of these environmental catastrophes lead to a nationalist
mobilization that ushered in the end of the Soviet Union.
From the Baltics and Moldova to Azerhaijan and Central
Asia, groups throughout the republics of the Soviet
Union protested the debasement of their environments
and “nationalist forces.. focused many of their demands
around these environmental issues. “s’ This incipient
nationalism spelled the end to Soviet power, thereby
closely connecting this environmental degradation with
the end of the Soviet Union. Thus the Aral Sea crisis
closely reflects the serious flaws with the Soviet system
as a whole that eventually lead to its demise.
While mirroring the endemic problems of the Soviet
system, the Aral Sea crisis is unique. Its distinction is
not necessarily in scope or in severity, although it is by
both Soviet and United Nations estimates a catastrophe
of global magniwde.w Rather, the Aral Sea is unique in
that it is”ecocide engineered with malice aforethought.’
The consequences of over-irrigation were not utterly
disregarded but were rather calculated. According to
Mirzaev, although plans and studies were published,
there was never an intention of actually diverting water
° Thus the Central
9
to alleviate the loss of the Aral Sea.
Asian republics, while culpable for their own excesses
and ignorance in water and agro-chemical management,
were conned into abusing their own resources by their
faith in a plan that would never to come to pass. The
seeming existence of a relief plan undermined potential
opposition to the rapid expansion of irrigation and the
poor agricultural practices because aid was always just
around the corner, in the next Five-Year Plan. Except it
never came nor was it ever going to come.
Why did the Aral Sea die?
Because Moscow said so.
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